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Abstract
Rapid advances in sensing technologies and information science have brought the
goal of replacing human drivers with autonomous systems within reach. An essential
element of many autonomous and intelligent vehicle systems is the self-localization,
or ego-localization, of the vehicle. Localization has always been a fundamental part
of transportation. A map is required for any form of travel, enabling us to determine
where we are and how to get to where we want to go. While there are a wide variety
of sensors that may be used for mapping and localization, the simple configuration
of a single camera is one of the most appealing.
There are many factors which must be considered when designing vehicle localization systems. Inexpensive sensors which can be easily deployed in production
vehicles, and compact database map sizes which can be streamed or saved within the
vehicle navigation computer, are two important advantages. This leads us to the sensor choice for vehicle localization in this thesis —a monocular camera. Databases
can be captured using sophisticated mapping hardware, but reliable performance in
the localization phase with a minimum number of simple sensors is central to the
research presented in this thesis.
For ego-localization using a monocular camera, there are three levels of localization
which can be considered; topological localization, topometric localization, and direct
metric localization. This thesis proposes three localization methods which aim to
address each of these.
The first research topic that is presented in this thesis investigates a topological localization methodology using a novel image matching technique. This method provides a map-relative position estimation. In this research, “feature-scale tracklets”
are proposed to create an image matching technique that selects the corresponding
image from a database sequence based on the scale of matched features. Experimental results show how comparison of feature-scales is an effective method for image
matching. The localization performance of the proposed method is analyzed and
compared to comparative methods using two datasets.
iii
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The second research topic investigates visual topometric localization by expanding
on the method proposed in the first research topic. This solves the problem of determining the metric location of a query frame within the continuous plane of a coordinate system. The linear change of feature-scale with capture position is used
to perform feature-scale regression. This creates regression coefficients for each
feature-scale tracklet that parametrize the relationship between capture position and
feature scale, allowing interpolation of a query image’s capture position based on feature scale. A Bayes filter is used to provide a location estimate from the individual
matched query feature measurements. Experimental results show a decimeter level
of localization accuracy. A discussion on the performance of the system compared
to comparative methods is provided.
The third research topic uses a continuous 3D map made up of voxel data, which
is constructed using LIDAR, to perform direct metric localization with camera pose
estimation covering a full six degrees of freedom. Direct metric localization is performed relative to the voxel map by using mutually shared edge information between
query images and rendered views of the voxel map. This allows accurate pose estimation and 3D localization of query frames. The experimental results show that even
a compact voxel map, containing only edge information, can be used for precise direct metric localization. An analysis of the performance of the proposed method and
its use with a speed measurement is provided, along with a discussion on outstanding
issues and considerations for actual implementation.
In summary, this thesis presents methods for three localization methods that perform
vision-based localization at different levels of precision —topological localization,
topometric localization, and direct metric localization. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and background to this research. In Chapter 2, related research on egolocalization is presented, followed by detailed descriptions of the proposed solutions
to topological localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization in
Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 respectively. Finally, in Chapter 6, this thesis is
summarized and further development and applications are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Rapid advances in sensing technologies and information science have brought the
goal of replacing human drivers with autonomous systems within reach. The ability
of an intelligent vehicle system to determine its own location relative to a known
map is known as ego-localization. Reliable and accurate ego-localization is not only
important for in-car navigation systems, but it is also a key component for many
of the emerging vehicle technologies that automate driving tasks. In-car navigation
systems are standard equipment on many modern automobiles, and usually use a
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as the Global Positioning System
(GPS) for the purpose of localization. While consumer models are effective when
the vehicle has a clear view of the sky, localization performance is reduced in typical
urban environments. Camera-based localization systems have the potential to provide accurate localization using inexpensive sensors, and unlike GPS, do not need
a clear view of the sky. This thesis discusses the use of a single camera to perform
automotive ego-localization relative to a pre-constructed database.
In this chapter, the purpose and background of the research are presented in Section 1.1, followed by an introduction to visual localization techniques in Section 1.2.
Section 1.3 outlines the research topics that are presented in this thesis, and the thesis
structure is summarized in Section 1.4.
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1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

Background

This section presents the aim of this research and the background of vehicle localization for automobiles. In this thesis, localization is defined as the determination of
position within a known map or a global coordinate system. This thesis deals with
the problem of ego-localization, where the vehicle is able to localize itself without
manual intervention.

1.1.1

Aim of this research

The research presented in this thesis aims to contribute to the realization of a reliable,
accurate mapping and ego-localization that can be cheaply deployed on production
vehicles, as a central component of autonomous driving systems.
The potential benefits to be made from introducing automation to the task of individual transportation are great. Advances in vehicle safety over the last few decades
have already made a large difference to the number of traffic accidents. As well
as the development of passive safety design, the introduction of active safety systems such as lane-departure warning, adaptive cruise control, automated emergency
braking and so on have also become more commonplace. The number of traffic casualties per number of registered vehicles has already drastically decreased over the
last thirty years —for example, in Japan, the road toll has fallen from 138 per million
registered vehicles in 1985 to 53 in 2015 [1, 2]. This is a global trend, as displayed
in Figure 1.1, which shows the steady decrease in the road toll per million registered
vehicles within G7 countries over a 20 year period [2]. Despite the road toll trending
downward, 4,859 people were still killed on Japanese roads during 2015 [1, 2]. As
robotic systems begin to achieve operational reliability that can exceed human ability, increased automation of driving systems has the potential to further reduce the
number of traffic accidents, as autonomous vehicles are not subject to human error
and fatigue —the root cause of many accidents. They are also potentially capable
of instantaneous communication with other vehicles and infrastructure, improving

1.1. Background
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Figure 1.1: The change in the road toll between 1995 and 2015 in G7 member
countries. Data source: OECD (2017) [2].

safety and providing a means for cooperative traffic planning to reduce traffic congestion.
Autonomous driving could provide mobility to those who can not, or do not wish to,
drive manually. The increasing population of elderly citizens in Japan has led to an
increase in the accident rate within the 65 years old and over age group [3, 4], leading
to the promotion of voluntarily license surrender for elderly drivers [4]. Self-driving
cars could bring safe mobility to an increasing percentage of the aging population.

1.1.2

Localization of automobiles

Localization has always been a fundamental part of transportation. A map is essential for any form of travel, enabling us to determine where we are and how to get to
where we want to go. Vehicles used for personal transportation have always required
localization, which for most of the history of the automobile has been achieved using
paper maps. Even now, localization is often performed using paper maps together

4
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with a human driver (or assistant) who detects features, such as road shape, landmarks, and road names from road signs in the current environment, and matches
them to corresponding features displayed on the paper map. Until the introduction
of GPS, manual localization relative to paper maps was the usual method for navigation in areas that were not committed to memory.

1.1.2.1

GPS —Changing the way we localize

There are several satellite navigation systems, both regional (which only cover limited terrestrial areas) and global (often referred to as GNSS, with world-wide satellite
coverage). All work on a similar principle. Radio signals are transmitted by satellites
that orbit the Earth, and are detected by land-based receivers. Every satellite has an
accurate atomic clock on-board, and each transmission digitally encodes the orbital
location of the satellite and the precise time that the transmission was made. A receiver device can determine its distance from each satellite based on the time each
signal was received compared to the time-stamp of the signal. It can then triangulate
its position in terms of longitude, latitude and altitude based on signals received from
at least three satellites in direct line of sight. The receiver also requires an accurate
clock to make these calculations. Since including an atomic clock in a compact and
inexpensive receiver is not feasible, in practice a fourth satellite signal is required to
enable calculation of the receiver’s current time and position. The mechanism of a
satellite navigation system is shown in Figure 1.2.
There are three widely used GNSS; the United Sates’ GPS, Russia’s GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS), and the European Union’s Galileo system. The
fist publicly available GNSS was GPS, and it remains the most widely used satellite
navigation system worldwide.
GPS was originally designed in the United States in the 1960s for military applications, allowing navy ships to read signals from orbiting satellites and fix their positions every hour [5, 6]. As the network of satellites increased, the system reached
a level of coverage that meant it could assist civilian transportation. To begin with,
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Figure 1.2: GNSS location estimation process.

GPS was used by aircraft and ships to avoid entering restricted or dangerous foreign
territory in error, motivated by an event where a passenger aircraft was shot down
after wandering off course into Soviet Union airspace in 1983. Until 2000, the US
Department of Defense purposefully degraded the precision of the GPS system for
national security reasons. After this, the sudden improvement in the accuracy of
the system, combined with advances in compact and inexpensive receiver technology, led to GPS being rapidly adopted by many industries. Soon afterwards, in-car
navigation systems came on the market and have been the main method for egolocalization in automobiles (besides the use of paper maps) ever since.
However, GPS does not completely solve the ego-localization problem in automobiles. Advances in computer and sensor technology and information science are
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driving automation in many industries, and this is spreading to personal motor vehicles as well, increasing the demand for more accurate localization methodologies.
Technologies that automate driving tasks are gradually appearing in production automobiles, but there are still many issues that remain to be solved in order to achieve
true autonomous driving.
Both assisted driving technologies and fully autonomous cars rely on accurate information about the current location of the vehicle. A human driver may use an in-car
navigation system to help them determine how to get to their destination, but an autonomous system may also require ego-localization for determining where it is safe
to perform certain actions such as turning or lane changes, what speed to drive at,
and so on. GPS may provide coarse localization information, but except with the use
of specialized Real Time Kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) and augmentation with other
sensors such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and vehicle odometry sensors,
accurate localization is difficult. Such sensor suites are very expensive for production
vehicles, and do not provide localization based on directly sensing the environment
around the vehicle. Consumer GPS systems suitable for production vehicles may
suffer from errors exceeding 5 m even in good conditions [7]. Tall buildings, overhead roads, tunnels or any other structures common in city driving that prevent a
direct signal path to satellites can cause even higher errors or even complete failure
to localize. GPS localization relies on a receiver interpreting signals from multiple
overhead satellites, so when the signals are blocked entirely (signal shadowing [5])
or bounced and reflected between structures (multipath propagation [8]), erroneous
localization readings occur. Insufficient satellites within direct view of the receiver
will cause the system to fail to provide a localization estimate entirely. There are
methods which attempt to overcome some of the positioning errors of GPS using the
shape of the road as a prior map, which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
However, in general, a system which directly senses the environment and compares it
to a pre-constructed map or database is essential for critical driving tasks that depend
on ego-localization. Even the most accurate GPS systems will still fail where there is
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no clear line-of-sight to satellites. Also, intelligent vehicle systems may need to respond directly to the environment, which requires direct sensing of the world around
the vehicle rather than relying on position data provided by satellite triangulation
only.

1.1.2.2

Alternative sensors

There are a variety of sensors available for the task of environment sensing in vehicles. The most common ones used in autonomous driving are LIght Detection
And Ranging (LIDAR), RAdio Detection And Ranging (RADAR), and visible light
cameras.
LIDAR sensors project laser light onto the environment, and detect the backscattered
light. By measuring the time between the light emission and detection of the reflection, a 3D point cloud that models the environment structure can be constructed.
The major downside to LIDAR is the large expense and physical size of the sensors,
which for vehicle use are typically roof-mounted. They are not yet suitable for production vehicles because of this. However, there is a lot of research on using LIDAR
for both map creation and ego-localization, for which a brief overview is provided in
Chapter 2.
RADAR sensors are much less expensive and easier to integrate into vehicle body
design. They work on a similar principle to LIDAR sensors, but use electromagnetic
waves in the radio spectrum rather than the visible (or close to visible) spectrum
used by LIDAR. The longer wavelength means that RADAR sensors can not provide the accuracy or angular resolution that LIDAR can, and the detection of small
objects and fine structure is much more difficult. There are a number of recent research projects that use RADAR for ego-localization, some of which are described
in Chapter 2.
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Visible light cameras are passive sensors, so they do not rely on detecting light emitted from the sensor itself, but measure the ambient light reflected from the environment. This makes the images that they produce heavily dependent on the lighting
conditions, and means that they can not measure the distance to the environment
directly, unlike RADAR and LIDAR. However, they are very inexpensive and are
already integrated into many consumer vehicles for the purpose of lane-keeping,
pedestrian detection, and even insurance purposes. They potentially provide much
greater resolution and more information about the environment than LIDAR and
RADAR while being fast and reliable to operate. Because cameras capture a lot of
information about the environment, visual databases for localization are typically
very large. Changes in lighting and weather also change the appearance of a scene,
adding a further challenge.
This thesis focuses on the use of cameras for visual localization. Cameras were chosen because they are sensors that are already present in many production vehicles.
A visual map is an intuitive one and services such as Google Street View [9] have
illustrated that large-scale visual databases are now possible. An effective visual localization method potentially provides inexpensive and rapid deployment to modern
vehicle systems, and also a more compact database structure. The following section
provides an introduction to visual ego-localization using cameras.
Table 1.1 provides a comparison of the different sensor types for vehicle localization. While the camera is not definitively the best sensor for all criteria, its low cost
coupled with potentially high localization accuracy make it a very attractive option.
In real-world localization systems, the fusion of multiple sensor types promises the
most reliable configuration. This is particularly important when considering localization throughout a variety of environments. Localization in a particular environment
might be more effective with a particular sensor, which is not as useful in a different place or situation. For example, the localization problem in urban streets is very
different from that in rural roads. Urban environments provide more close-by scene
structure and distinctive visual features which make cameras potentially effective for
localization. However, in a rural setting, visual scenes may appear very self-similar
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Table 1.1: Summary of typical properties of sensor types for vehicle localization.

GNSS

LIDAR

RADAR

Camera

Localization accuracy

Low–Med.

High

Low

Low–High

Sensor expense

Low–Med.

High

Low

Low

Database size

N/A

High

Med.

Med.–High

Complexity

Low

High

Med.

Med.–High

Robustness to occlusion

Low

Low

Low

Med.

Robustness to weather

High

Low

Med.

Low

Robustness to lighting
changes

High

High

High

Low

for long stretches of road. This makes it difficult for visual localization systems to
discriminate between different areas of the map, potentially reducing localization accuracy. In such environments, the lack of tall man-made structures may also result
in better GPS satellite visibility, so GPS may provide a stronger location estimate.
Since improving the performance and reliability of localization with cameras will
help to improve the usability of inexpensive sensor suites, this thesis focuses on
monocular vision for ego-localization. Unlike stereo methods, monocular vision
systems do not require camera-to-camera calibration, and use the simplest and most
inexpensive hardware for a vision system.

1.2

Visual ego-localization: Where are we?

Computer vision for localization is a very active area of research for automotive and
robotics applications. Camera systems may be divided into those which use a single
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Figure 1.3: Example monocular image from a vehicle-mounted camera.

camera, also called monocular vision, and those which use multiple cameras —either
positioned at various places around the vehicle, or configured as stereo cameras.
Stereo systems are able to be used to determine 3D information about the scene
being measured, but calibration is a challenging problem. Some systems use multidirectional cameras for sensing a large field-of-view around the vehicle. More detail
on automotive localization methods is presented in Chapter 2 and here the problem
to be overcome by visual localization is discussed.
This research focuses on the use of a single (monocular) camera for localization. Although a single camera provides a more limited amount of information when compared to stereo or omni-directional cameras, the simplicity and lack of a need for
re-calibration while in service make it an appealing configuration for localization
in production vehicles. Figure 1.3 shows an image from a vehicle-mounted camera
similar to the ones used in this research.
This thesis presents research on three localization types for differing applications, as
follows:
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1. Topological localization provides a location estimate within a discrete set of
map points. It is the most general method, suitable for location estimation
refinement from a noisy GPS reading. It is also computationally the simplest
method.
2. Topometric localization provides a more refined, 2D or 3D position estimate
in a continuous coordinate frame. It still uses a topological map made up of
discrete locations.
3. Direct metric localization returns a complete 6DOF, precise position estimate
in a continuous coordinate frame. It is the most expensive to compute and uses
a larger, continuous database.

These three localization schemes provide different levels of localization, and may be
used alone or together depending on the level of positioning precision required by
the particular application. A topological localization method may provide a fast and
general localization for autonomous vehicle systems that only require map-relative
localization —for example, environment-adaptive pedestrian detectors that use a different classifier depending on the current location [10, 11], or for initialization of a
more accurate metric localization technique. Topometric localization methods may
be used for more precise positioning of the vehicle where metric distances to objects of known location are required, such as pedestrian crossings and the boundaries
of speed limit restricted areas. Direct metric localization can add further precision
where the exact position and vehicle pose are required —for example, in precise
maneuvering around difficult road structures like expressway on-ramps, or parking
buildings. Figure 1.4 gives a simple overview of the differences between the three
localization types. Table 1.2 compares the advantages and disadvantages of each.
In the following sections, the concept of topological localization is introduced in
Section 1.2.1 followed by topometric localization in Section 1.2.2 and direct metric
localization in Section 1.2.3.
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Figure 1.4: Topological, topometric, and direct metric localization. Map graphics:
OpenStreetMap.

1.2.1

Topological localization

Generally, the most useful information for human drivers trying to navigate unknown
areas is map-relative localization. That is, localization relative to a known map such
as a paper street map, or a stored map in a navigation system. For this purpose,
topological localization [12] is suitable. It provides a discrete set of locations, or
frames, joined by paths to form a topological map. Localization is performed by
matching the current location to one of the discrete map frames, making use of the
path information which shows how the nodes are spatially ordered.
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Table 1.2: Comparison of the localization types discussed in this chapter.
Localization
type

Localization
precision

Computational
complexity

Scalability to
large maps

Lower

Lower

Higher

Higher

Higher

Lower

Topological

Topometric
Direct metric

The concept of topological localization originated with the work of Kuipers [13], in
the field of artificial intelligence. It was then adopted early on in robotics localization
research [14–16].
A visual topological localization system will use a pre-constructed database which
contains map nodes in the form of visual information frames. The discrete locations
within the database are linked through paths to create a topological map. The input
image from a vehicle-mounted camera is used to determine the frame within the
database which is the most visually similar. This provides an estimate of the current
vehicle location within the map.
Topological localization requires some form of cost function to determine the most
visually similar part of the database to the current query frame. The localization
process may use matching of sequences of images along paths in the topological map
rather than individual frames. Topological localization methods have the advantage
that they can usually scale to a relatively large database, so that general localization
can be performed with only a coarse initial estimate. This is because of the discrete
nature of the database used.
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Topometric localization

For a human navigator, topological localization is usually sufficient. By recognizing where the topological localization system has placed the vehicle within the map
based on visual similarity, the driver can understand how to relate the surrounding
environment to the map and use this information to navigate. The human driver handles the finer details of control, such as exactly where to turn, by direct visual observation of the environment. For autonomous driving systems, this may be inadequate.
While environment sensing and interaction capability using vision are improving,
there still exists a need to precisely position the vehicle such that exact information
about a particular location can be used to assist with driving the vehicle. To this end,
topometric localization [17] is necessary. Topometric localization is an extension of
topological localization, also using a database of discrete, path-connected nodes, but
determines the exact location of the vehicle relative to a reference frame —for example, the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), a 2D Cartesian coordinate system
of the Earth’s surface. The reference frame may be an arbitrary reference frame for
the particular map being used, and may define a continuous position property along
the paths of a topological map.
A topological space equipped with continuous local metric information for use in
vehicle localization was first referred to as topometric by Badino et al. [17], but
the term was used previously with the same meaning in the field of mathematical
logic [18]. The concept was also developed earlier in robotic localization [19, 20],
with the terminology “topological” and “metric” used uncombined.
Topometric localization determines the position of the vehicle in a quantitative way,
allowing the exact estimation of the distance to objects and features within the map
which are of known coordinates in a reference frame. The simplest form of topometric localization using vision can be performed by using a topological localization
method and then applying known locations of the visual information stored in the
database. Image matching of a query frame to a database frame will then provide
an estimate of the current query location. For useful accuracy, this requires small
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spatial distances between the database frames, to provide sufficient positioning resolution. In this thesis, database spacing refers to the metric value of the spatial
distance between database frames. Topometric localization can also be performed
more accurately by calculating the position of a query frame relative to information
in the visual database by applying the geometric constraints, provided by features
matched between the query frame and database frames.

1.2.3

Direct metric localization

A thorough localization method is direct metric localization. Direct metric localization is performed by directly comparing the query camera image with database
information. The database contains a continuous scene representation. The position
(and often also pose) of a query camera is estimated by iteratively altering the estimation parameters to align the query image to the database scene representation
through a dissimilarity cost function.
Direct metric localization has its roots in the field of direct image registration [21].
The goal of image registration is to transform one set of data into the coordinate system of another, thereby determining the spatial transformation between the two sets.
This is a broad field with early research in the applications of remote sensing [22],
and medical image analysis [23].
For visual direct metric localization, image alignment can be accomplished by rendering virtual images of the database for comparison with query images, or the query
image information can be projected onto the database map. While potentially very
accurate and robust to changes in viewpoint, conventional direct metric localization
methods require large databases and are often very computationally intensive.
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Research overview

Intelligent vehicle systems cover broad and varied fields of research. There are
many different systems with different requirements for ego-localization. For example, while one system may emphasize exact localization accuracy over speed of
operation, another may place more focus on reliable localization in the presence of
dynamic objects. While it is extremely difficult to design a mapping and localization
method which will be suitable for all automated driving systems, this thesis aims to
present three methods which address different levels of the ego-localization problem.
All of the research that is presented in this thesis makes use of images from a single vehicle-mounted camera to achieve localization relative to a pre-constructed
database. The pre-constructed database was captured in all cases by specialized
hardware in the mapping stage, but the aim of this research is to present localization systems which require the bare minimum of hardware in the localization stage.
Therefore, this research attempts to limit the dependency on multiple sensors for the
capture and position estimation of query frames.
The first research topic that is presented in this thesis performs a topological localization using a novel image matching technique. This method provides a map-relative
discrete position estimation, with an extension to provide a coarse topometric localization by using metric localization information from database frames. The second
research topic performs visual topometric localization to position the vehicle by expanding on the method proposed in the first research topic, interpolating the query
image capture position between database frames. The third research topic uses a different form of pre-constructed database, with a continuous 3D voxel map providing
the basis for direct metric localization with full 6DOF camera-pose estimation.
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Figure 1.5: Topological localization from visual similarity. Map graphics: OpenStreetMap.

1.3.1

Research topic 1: Topological localization with feature-scale
tracklets

This research presents a method in the form of topological localization that was
introduced in Section 1.2.1. If database images have been captured along a route in
the mapping stage, then by performing frame alignment of input image frames to the
database image frames in the map, we can determine the vehicle’s map position in
the localization stage. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 1.5.
The important component of this method is the image matching system for frame
alignment. Where conventional methods will either use some form of template
matching or whole-image descriptor matching [24–27], the proposed method makes
use of scale-invariant image feature points to perform image matching. This method
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extracts feature points from database images and pre-matches them, recording the
change in scale of the features with their capture location. The strings of interconnected feature points are termed “feature-scale tracklets”. Here, a “tracklet” is a
string which tracks the changes in a property (in this case, feature scale) throughout corresponding features. The localization stage consists of matching query image
frame features to the feature-scale tracklets, and then predicting the closest database
image frame based on the scale differences of the matched features. This work often
refers to the use of scale-invariant image features, and the reader is referred to Appendix A for details on the theory of image feature points and their extraction and
matching.
In order to understand how feature scale can be used to match images, we must consider the constraints present in vehicle motion. Automotive localization deals with
vehicles that travel along prescribed roads, with limited lateral motion relative to the
lane centers. In addition, scale-invariant image features have a scale, or size property.
This property increases as the capture location becomes closer to the feature’s physical position. That is, the feature size as observed on the image plane of the camera is
inversely proportional to the distance between the feature’s real-world position and
the focal point of the camera. Therefore, when the scales of a corresponding query
and database feature are similar, their capture locations are close. This is the property used for image matching in this research. Many query image frame features are
matched to the database tracklets, and each votes for the most likely database frame
match.
The result is a robust image matching method which is effective at finding the closest
database image location, even when significant scene changes have occurred —for
example, under occlusion or lane changes. Chapter 3 describes this research topic in
detail, with experimental results and analysis.
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Figure 1.6: Topometric localization from feature-scale regression. Map graphics:
OpenStreetMap.

1.3.2

Research topic 2: Topometric localization with feature-scale
regression

Ego-localization for applications that require a precise metric position should not be
limited by the spacing of the database frames in the pre-constructed map. Topometric
localization using frame alignment is possible, but requires closely spaced database
frames for high accuracy. This corresponds to a large database size. The method
proposed in this research topic again uses the scale of extracted feature points to
perform a regressive metric positioning. This is achieved by interpolating the query
frame position between several database frames using the scale of extracted features.
The concept is illustrated in Figure 1.6.
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Methods for topometric localization using vision usually involve extracted feature
points, as does this research. However, typically the detected feature-point locations
in the image plane are used to determine the camera pose [28, 29]. These methods
require the calculation of the essential matrix between frames [30]. Essential matrix
calculation introduces significant complexity and also suffers from failed localization
when too few features are matched, or the matched features result in poorly conditioned geometry [31, 32]. In this research, geometry calculations are avoided, and
using the same feature-scale tracklets as the above topological localization method,
feature-scale regression within each tracklet is performed. This allows the interpolation of a (metric) query capture position between the closest database frames of
known capture location. In the construction of the database, for each feature-scale
tracklet, a set of regression coefficients that describe the linear relationship between
the feature scale and capture position within the tracklet are calculated. This allows
each query feature that is matched to a database tracklet to provide a position estimate, based on its scale property. This research uses a Bayesian estimator in the
form of a Kalman filter to combine the individual query feature position estimates.
Bayesian estimation for vehicle position estimation is described in general in Appendix B.
This research shows how 2D topometric localization is possible using local feature
points without the need to perform pose estimation from geometric constraints between matched query and database features. Chapter 4 describes this research topic
in detail, with experimental results and analysis.

1.3.3

Research topic 3: Direct metric localization within sparse
voxel maps

While the localization methods outlined above solve the ego-localization problem to
either a discrete topological level or a 2D metric level, they do not perform precise
positioning in terms of a 6DOF camera-pose estimate of the query frame. This can
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be accomplished with the calculation of the essential matrix, which describes the relative pose between two cameras (i.e., query frame and database frame) or between a
query camera and 3D feature points in the database whose positions have been calculated with pre-processing. However, this research proposes a different methodology
to estimate 6DOF camera pose, and focuses instead on a method which does not use
features at all, but performs direct metric localization relative to a 3D map. Conceptually, this method is very different from the feature-based methods of research topic
1 and research topic 2. However, the problem of ego-localization using monocular
vision is potentially solved with both feature-based and direct methods. In applications where precise vehicle pose is required, for example augmented reality for
driver assistance, direct metric localization is an interesting solution.
The increasing availability of inexpensive parallel processing power in computer processors and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) has led to a number of direct metric
localization techniques that render a dense 3D map for direct appearance comparison with input camera images [33–35]. In the field of medical imaging, a similar
concept is used for the pose estimation of flexible endoscopes in surgical navigation [36], where renders of 3D scans are used for registration of endoscope images.
Direct metric localization methods generally require a high level of detail in the rendering process, with dense 3D models leading to large database sizes.
The approach of this research topic employs direct metric localization techniques,
based around a relatively compact map which contains much less information than
most of the state-of-the-art methods. The map contains a series of points representing corners of voxels that make up a coarse occupancy grid, or sparse voxel map.
The voxel map provides no color or texture information, so common techniques that
use joint image entropies can not be easily applied to the image registration problem. Instead, this research uses an image gradient-based objective function that is
minimized where mutual edges exist between rendered and real camera images. A
non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt [37] optimization is then applied to determine the
camera pose within the map. The proposed system does not use lighting in the map
rendering, and only mutual edges are included in the cost function, allowing camera
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Figure 1.7: Direct metric localization from rendering a voxel map.

localization which is robust to lighting changes and the occlusions typically found
in traffic environments. An overview of the system is illustrated in Figure 1.7, and
Chapter 5 describes this research topic in detail, with experimental results and analysis.

1.4

Thesis structure

This thesis contains six chapters and two appendices. The relationships between the
different parts of the thesis are visualized in Figure 1.8.
This chapter has discussed the background of the thesis and provided an overview of
the three research topics which are proposed to overcome the visual ego-localization
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problem. Chapter 2 gives a more thorough introduction to the body of existing research which relates to the methods and concepts included in this thesis, including
a discussion on vehicle localization methods which are based on sensors other than
cameras. Chapter 3 covers in detail the first research topic of this thesis: performing topological localization using an image matching method based on feature scale.
Chapter 4 continues with the second research topic: performing topometric localization by position estimation using feature-scale regression. Chapter 5 presents the
third research topic: direct metric visual localization using an alternative database
consisting of a voxel occupancy grid. Finally in Chapter 6, this thesis is concluded
with a summary of the presented localization methods, directions for future research,
and closing remarks.
The first appendix, Appendix A, covers the background theory of feature scale extraction, which provides the basis for the first two research topics introduced in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The second appendix, Appendix B, gives a background
on Bayesian estimation for automotive localization, which relates to the methods of
the second and the third research topics introduced in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.8: Overview of the chapters of this thesis.

Chapter 2
Related Research
Ego-localization is a very active area of research in automotive and robotics applications. There are many methods that have been proposed for localization in the
robotics research community, usually referred to as Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) [38] which aims to overcome the problem of ego-localization of a
robot in an unknown environment. SLAM using cameras [39–42] is an active area of
research. These methods construct a map for localization at the same time as positioning the robot. Ego-localization relative to a pre-constructed database is a similar
problem. However, unlike SLAM, a map is not created on-the-fly, but built beforehand. The database can be constructed using a different capture platform from the
one used on the vehicle to be localized, allowing a much more detailed database to
be created. Ego-localization relative to a pre-constructed database is appropriate for
vehicle localization on road networks which can be mapped in advance.
This chapter reviews some of the methods used for achieving localization using prior
information. Here the literature review is not restricted to a certain type of map
or sensor, but provides a general overview of localization types. Methods using
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) are introduced in Section 2.1, and
LIDAR systems are discussed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 a brief overview of
RADAR systems is provided. Finally, the works most closely related to the research
of this thesis, localization using cameras, are discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.1

Chapter 2. Related Research

Localization with a Global Navigation Satellite
System

The use of a GNSS is a common for ego-localization, with the ubiquitous and inexpensive Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver often being a central component
in navigation systems. As was discussed in Chapter 1, GPS provides metric localization which suffers from poor accuracy when satellite signals are blocked or
reflected [43]. However, there are methods which aim to combine the metric output
of a GPS receiver with a pre-constructed map to provide a form of topological localization, with a notable example being the work of Drevelle et al. [44, 45]. This
method works by tightly coupling a GPS receiver with a 3D map of the drivable
area. The map allows the possible location of the vehicle to be subjected to geometric constraints, which are combined with GPS measurements to produce a position
hypothesis (or multiple hypotheses where poor satellite visibility causes measurement ambiguity). While the use of possible road-path constraints may be effective
for overcoming poor GPS results in urban environments, with Drevelle et al. [44]
citing 6.5 m accuracy over 95% of the tested dataset, more accurate positioning is
desirable for automated driving.

2.2

Localization with LIDAR

Another sensor mentioned in Chapter 1 was LIDAR. There are many implementations of vehicle localization using LIDAR for both map construction and position estimation [46–49]. LIDAR mapping methods combine rotating laser scans to make a
point cloud or occupancy grid map, and localization is achieved by aligning 3D scans
from the vehicle LIDAR unit with the map. In the work of Levinson et al. [46, 47],
the LIDAR map consists of 2D scans of the road surface including infrared ground
reflectivity (which is also measured from the reflected light of a LIDAR sensor). Localization is then performed by extracting the ground plane from query scans, and
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then finding the map location with the maximum correlation to the query scans. A
particle filter [50] is used as an estimator. The authors reason that this method is
robust to changes in environment dynamics, because it uses only the road ground
plane which is likely to be static. Localization methods that perform full 3D pointcloud matching often use the Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) [51] to perform
matching between map and query scan point clouds [48, 52]. Alternatively, Wolcott
et al. [53] proposed the use of multiple 3D LIDAR scanners to build multi-resolution
Gaussian Mixture Maps (GMM), with localization performed using a lookup-table
scheme.
The above solutions require expensive 3D LIDAR scanners not just for mapping, but
also for the localization stage. There also exist much cheaper (although still expensive) 2D LIDAR sensors, which only operate over a single pitch angle. Localization
methods using 2D LIDAR sensors [54, 55] still use an expensive 3D LIDAR for map
construction, but then perform localization with one or more 2D sensors, typically
using a particle filter and incorporating other sensor measurements (such as GPS and
an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)).
While many of the above localization methods provide metric localization with up to
centimeter-level accuracy, both 2D and 3D LIDAR sensors are still prohibitively expensive. They are also difficult to mount and calibrate on production vehicles. Also,
in poor weather, reflections from rain or snow reduce the performance of LIDAR and
can affect localization performance.

2.3

Localization with RADAR

While research based on RADAR sensors is less common than LIDAR, the lower
cost and compact form factor of RADAR systems give them some advantages for
automotive use. They are already used for parking assistance and vehicle following
applications in production vehicles. They are also potentially much more reliable
than LIDAR sensors, which depend on moving parts for operation. However, for
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localization tasks, their low resolution is a difficult challenge to overcome. Because
of the limited information in each RADAR scan, the removal of temporal objects is
necessary to avoid false localizations. Dynamic objects such as moving cars are difficult to distinguish from stationary landmarks, complicating the localization process.
Some more recent RADAR localization implementations include works by Lundgren et al. [56, 57], Rapp et al. [58], and Ward et al. [59]. Lundgren et al. [56] use
off-the-shelf automotive RADARs (normally used for parking sensors) to augment
inputs from other sensors for performing positioning within a map. The map consists of clustered RADAR measurements to create a RADAR landmark map (which
is further optimized using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [60] to remove temporal objects in an extended version of the method [57]), and localization
is performed with a particle filter. This method relies heavily on other sensors such
as GPS and an IMU to achieve reliable localization. Rapp et al. [58] use dynamic
occupancy grid maps which are constructed to enable the identification of RADAR
measurements which are observing temporal objects, such as parked cars. However,
while experiments using this technique gave results with a decimeter-level accuracy,
it was only tested over a very small (48 m) trajectory in a confined parking-lot style
space, so its performance in real-world traffic environments is unclear. The method
by Ward et al. [59] replaces Monte-Carlo style methods with a Kalman estimator,
which is used with the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [61] to perform a topological positioning of a RADAR measurement relative to captures from a previous
pass.

2.4

Localization with cameras

Visible light cameras are maybe the most appealing sensors for localization, perhaps
because humans primarily use vision for navigation. Cameras are completely passive
sensors and are available with very high resolution at relatively low expense. They
are also easily fitted to production automobiles, and are already available on some
models to support lane-keeping, pedestrian detection, and other intelligent vehicle
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systems. There are a number of difficult challenges in performing localization using
in-vehicle camera images. Lighting conditions drastically change the way a scene appears —for example, night-time localization may be difficult when using a database
that was captured on a brightly lit day. Differences in weather can also cause similar
lighting changes or even change to the scene structure itself —for example, when
snow settles on the ground. While also a problem for other sensor types, occlusions
from other vehicles and temporal objects are a serious issue. In this section, methods
relating to general topological localization are presented in Section 2.4.1 followed by
topometric localization methods in Section 2.4.2. Direct metric localization methods
are presented in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1

Topological localization

There are many implementations of topological methods using vision, which generally provide more scalable performance at the cost of lower precision when compared to topometric and direct metric localization. Topological localization methods
typically compute whole-image discrepancies to determine the most likely position
of a query image along a stream of database images. A whole-image discrepancy
measure can be formulated by using color histograms [24], the Euclidean distance
of dimension-reduced images [25], whole-image descriptors constructed in a similar way to SURF descriptors [17, 27], or a low bit-rate image sequence instead of
single images [26]. Dynamic Programming (DP) [62] or Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) [63] can then be used for image matching [25, 26, 64, 65]. Techniques that
rely on whole-image matching can be affected by situations where images captured
at the same location may vary significantly, for example where dynamic traffic environments create occlusions. There are also methods that use invariant feature points
for image matching without camera pose estimation, offering advantages in these situations —since usually visible features can still be matched even where a scene may
be partially blocked, for example by a passing truck. Kyutoku et al. [66] uses feature points and monitors the epipole position of features matched between query and
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database images. When two images are captured from similar locations, the epipole
position of matched features moves towards the outside of the image, and this can
be used as a similarity measure within a DTW framework. However, this system
requires calculation of the essential matrix, similar to many topometric localization
feature-based methods. Essential matrix calculation is a computationally intensive
process, and requires many matched features which are spatially well-distributed for
reliable estimation. It also relies on well-calibrated cameras.
A different method for performing topological localization is by using visual odometry [67] or lane markers [68] to determine an approximate vehicle trajectory or
road shape, and then find the the segment of a road map which fits this trajectory [69]. Only a small database is required as no visual features are included, and
feature matching only occurs between query images to perform odometry calculations. However, these methods clearly have limitations in accuracy, and also may
fail on long straight sections of road where there is a lack of distinctive road shape.

2.4.2

Topometric localization

The simplest topometric localization systems use a topological whole-image matching methodology and localization information from the closest matched database
frame [17, 27, 70]. To achieve practical metric localization accuracy, the database
frames must be spatially close together, and a Bayes estimator is used to improve
results.
Other topometric visual localization methods use invariant feature points [28, 71–75]
which offer some robustness to illumination changes. As mentioned above, because
an occlusion will rarely block all features from an image frame, they can also usually
operate even under moderate occlusion. These methods usually match feature points
between captured views and determine their 3D locations, creating a 3D featurepoint map arranged into a topological factor graph [28, 29, 71, 72, 75, 76]. Metric
localization is performed in the query stage by using the geometry constraints provided by query image features that are matched to the database features.
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Local-feature-based methods that calculate 3D geometry suffer from several issues
when applied to the vehicle ego-localization problem. The number of matched features necessary for exact camera pose estimation is large, with a recursive inlier selection process such as Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [77] required for
estimation of image-to-image geometry. When too few consistent inlier feature
matches are found, localization fails. Features must be well distributed over the
captured scene, or else the geometry may be poorly conditioned, giving a false localization estimate. Sons et al. [75] use multiple cameras to help overcome this
issue. The calculation of the camera pose is a computationally intensive process,
and when the distance between the query and database images is small, short baseline degeneracies [78, 79] can occur. In addition, the number of database features
required leads to very large databases which can be difficult to handle for real-world
localization, where the database for an entire region or city may have to be stored
or downloaded to the system. Pose estimation from extracted features also requires
accurately calibrated cameras, and maintaining calibration for a camera in service on
a consumer vehicle is a potentially difficult task.

2.4.3

Direct metric localization

A natural extension of image matching methods is to generate database images using
a 3D prior map, allowing any potential view to be rendered within the map for direct metric localization. Aligning the database rendered views and the query images
becomes an image registration problem, similar to the one encountered in medical
imaging for the alignment of images from different modalities such Computed Tomography (CT) and MRI (Magnetc Resonance Imaging) scans [80, 81]. Medical
image-registration techniques often make use of the maximization of mutual information between images of different photometric properties, in order to determine
their geometrical correspondence. Even closer to the vehicle ego-localization problem is bronchoscope tracking by using image registration between real and virtual
endoscope images [36, 82, 83].
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For visual vehicle localization, continuous maps can be created using LIDAR scanners and calibrated cameras, giving textured photo-realistic maps [35]. LIDAR reflectance data can additionally be used to provide photometric information instead of
a camera [33, 34]. Virtual renders of these maps allow localization to be performed
by employing optimization of the camera pose with an objective function relative
to the current query image. Textured maps can employ a simple per-pixel Sum of
Squared Distance (SSD) objective function [84], but where a modality change occurs
(i.e. with LIDAR reflectance maps), mutual information between the virtual rendered
camera and real camera images is commonly used as an objective function [85]. Mutual information is a measure of entropy correlation between the images. Normalized
Information Distance (NID) is a true metric version of mutual information which has
also been applied in pose estimation from rendered map views [33–35].

Chapter 3
Topological Localization with
Feature-Scale Tracklets
This thesis covers three main research topics within the theme of visual localization
for vehicles using monocular vision. This chapter presents the first research topic
on using feature-point scale for matching image frames between query and database
sequences. A database sequence is constructed by capturing images and annotating
them with capture position information. Localization of a query image frame is performed by determining which image frame from within the database sequence was
captured from the closest location, through a similarity measure. This research uses
image feature points, or more specifically, the comparison of the scale of feature
points matched between images as a similarity measure between query and database
image frames. Each query image frame is assigned a matched database frame, therefore performing topological localization. Evaluation of the proposed method was
performed by comparing image matching results from the proposed method with
manually matched images, and also by using images labeled with accurate localization information obtained by using a Mobile Mapping System (MMS).
This chapter begins with a background of the research in Section 3.1. An introduction to the novel contributions is presented in Section 3.2. The proposed methodology is described in Section 3.3, followed by an explanation of the experiments and
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experimental results that were used to evaluate the method in Section 3.4. The results
are further discussed in Section 3.5 before this chapter is summarized and concluded
in Section 3.6.

3.1

Background

In Chapter 1, an introduction to vehicle localization was presented, proposing that
solving the problem of ego-localization can be divided into three stages; topological localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. This chapter
primarily addresses the problem of topological localization, where the location of
the vehicle is selected from a discrete set of points that make up a topological map.
The aim of the research presented in this chapter is to reliably and accurately perform image matching. Given a query image frame from an in-vehicle camera that
requires localization, and a sequence of pre-captured database image frames, this
method aims to determine the database image which was captured from the spatially
closest position to the query image. Therefore, topological localization relative to
the database (or map) is performed.
This method is based around the extraction and matching of scale-invariant features.
There is an increasing number of proposed scale and illumination invariant feature
detectors and descriptors, with potentially the two most frequently used methods
being the original SIFT [86, 87] and its faster variant SURF [88]. The theory behind
scale-invariant features, and why scale is suitable as a measure for comparing capture
positions, is explained in Appendix A.
A feature detector determines the feature locations and scales, whereas a descriptor
describes the feature region such that it can be matched to corresponding features
in other images. The work presented here uses the SIFT feature detector. It was
found that the feature scales extracted with SIFT keypoints were more consistent
than those extracted by SURF. The reason behind this is explained in more detail in
Appendix A. For feature description, SURF descriptors were chosen as they provided
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better matching performance. However, in general, the proposed method is applicable to any feature extraction process that is performed at multiple scales for scale invariance, so it would work with many of the modern feature detection and description
methods such as the Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [89], KAZE,
and A-KAZE [90], and binary descriptors such as Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features (BRIEF) [91], Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [92], Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) [93], and Fast Retina Keypoints
(FREAK) [94].

3.2

Contributed concepts

This section briefly summarizes the novel contributions of the research described in
this chapter. The proposed localization method is based around two main components; the pre-matching of database features into feature-scale tracklets, and image
matching of query image frames to database image frames using a novel per-feature
image match voting technique.

3.2.1

Concept 1: Feature-scale tracklets

Image databases for visual localization typically store descriptor representations for
each image [25, 27], and feature-based methods will contain a set of many feature descriptors per database image [64, 66]. Since feature-based localization methods perform feature matching between query and database images, a carefully constructed
database of known inlier features is important for better matching performance. In
the construction of the database, the vehicle is constantly moving forward. Therefore, the scale of features will increase as they are observed in consecutive database
images. By making use of this and matching features between database frames,
“feature-scale tracklets” can be created, where features matched between database
frames are arranged into individual interconnected strings. This allows two things to
be achieved in the database construction:
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1. Pruning of feature matches where feature scale does not increase significantly
with forward motion. Since the scale of matched features is used for localization of a query image, only selecting database features which exhibit a linear
scale change with changing capture distance reduces the number of features
which make an incorrect contribution to location prediction.
2. As each feature in the database is matched to corresponding features in adjacent frames, matching of query features to database features is performed
just once instead of many times over several database images. The scales of
the corresponding database features can also be quickly looked up, allowing a
query feature’s scale to be compared to a stream of matching database feature
scales. In this thesis, the string of corresponding database features with scales
is referred to as a “feature-scale tracklet”.

The construction and use of feature-scale tracklets is the main contribution of this
research, and it provides a novel use of the multi-scale extraction of invariant feature
points. Feature-scale tracklets are described in more detail in Section 3.3.1.2.

3.2.2

Concept 2: Per-feature image match voting

Localization methods that use image similarity to predict location require the matching of a query image to a number of database image candidates, often using probabilistic methods [27, 70], or Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [25, 65, 66]. To find
the database image that matches the query image, typically a match cost is minimized and the query image is tested against many sequential database images. This
is normally the most time-consuming part of the localization process, particularly for
feature-based methods, as feature matching is relatively slow.
This research introduces a novel method for rapid convergence on the correct database
match without the need to calculate the match cost for all local database images.
The proposed method allows individual features to vote on the most likely database
match, and convergence usually occurs within two or three image match tests. This
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has the added advantage that an image match can be calculated with only a few feature matches. This is significant when occlusions or lighting changes reduce the
number of feature matches available. The proposed image match selection process
using this method is described in Section 3.3.2.1

3.3

Topological localization using feature-scale
tracklets

In this research, visual localization depends on the information stored in a precaptured visual database. The system comprises of two distinct stages: the database
capture and construction, and the localization phase where an input sequence of image frames is used to determine the position of the vehicle relative to the sequence of
database image frames. An overview of the system process can be seen in Figure 3.1.
The process for the database construction phase is described below in Section 3.3.1.
This is followed by an explanation of the localization phase in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1

Database construction

In this research, the database is constructed by capturing a series of images at known
locations. All vehicle routes to be localized must be previously traversed by the
database capture vehicle —while this step appears prohibitive for large-scale localization, datasets such as Google Street View [9] have demonstrated that it is a
possible task.
One consideration in the database capture process is the frame rate of image capture.
The localization position of a query image comes directly from the closest database
match, so a high frame rate is preferable to create a database with high spatial resolution. However, at high frame rates, image discrepancy between adjacent database
images becomes very small and all image matching methods will struggle to distinguish between them. In addition, a small spacing between database frames leads
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Figure 3.1: System flow diagram of the method described in this chapter.

to a very large database and slower localization. In this research, when localization
was performed by applying the metric capture position data of the database images
to matched query images, it was found that a 2 m spacing between database images
resulted in approximately 1 m average localization error. The relatively wide image
spacing also resulted in a lower database size. There is a trade-off between database
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size and localization precision, with a relatively wide spacing between database image frames giving a smaller database but a larger average localization error. More
information on experimental setup and results is presented in Section 3.4. Topometric localization at sub-database spacing resolution is the topic of the next chapter,
Chapter 4 of this thesis.
To create the database, standard SIFT features are extracted. This method is relatively agnostic to the type of feature used, as long as they are extracted at multiple
scales. Through experimentation, it was found that using moderate extraction parameters (approximately 400 features per image) gave enough matches with significant
scale change.
One of the major issues with using features to calculate the relative pose between
views is an ill-conditioned essential matrix. Using many features extracted from
specific areas of an image, or many points that are related by a homography (i.e.
on the same plane), becomes an issue when image geometry constraints are used to
calculate the relative pose between views, as the pose becomes poorly conditioned.
This can lead to inaccuracy or complete failure of the camera pose estimation. There
are a number of methods that check features for such degenerate configurations [31,
32, 95]. However, with the method proposed in this chapter, the position of the
features within the image is not important, and as long as they are not all distant,
feature scale will change with distance regardless of where in the image they are
extracted from, or whether they are related by a plane homography.

3.3.1.1

Feature-point matching between database images

The next step is to match extracted feature points between sequential database images. Since the proposed localization method does not calculate relative camera
poses from image geometry, typical inlier selection schemes for feature matching using RANSAC [77] cannot be used. However, in road environments, there are certain
constraints that can be applied to improve the rate of inlier matches. It is assumed
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that the camera is forward facing, and that the primary camera motion is in the direction of the optical axis of the camera. Together with the assumption that camera
height is constant, the search area for feature matches can be restricted. Within the
limited search area, all candidate matches are checked for increasing scale. Any candidate match that shows a significant decrease in feature scale is discarded from the
collection of potential matches. A weighted match cost is then applied. This employs scale and feature response weights to help identify the best potential matches.
The best feature match for feature f is calculated by finding the feature g in the
next database image containing the pre-pruned set of features which minimizes the
following equation:
γ( f, g) = w s |s( f ) − s(g)| + wr |r( f ) − r(g)| + wd (SSD( f, g)),

(3.1)

where function s(•) returns the feature scale, function r(•) the feature response, and
SSD( f, g) is the standard sum of squared differences between the feature descriptors. The weights w s , wd , wr are adjusted to give a strong inlier set while maintaining
a high number of matched features. Finally, the best matches are selected by dropping any match which has a descriptor distance of more than twice the minimum
descriptor distance within the set of matches. All un-matched features are discarded
from the database.

3.3.1.2

Feature-scale tracklet structure

The resulting database is a web of interconnected features, arranged into featurescale tracklets, T ∈ T where T is the full set of database tracklets. A feature-scale
tracklet T contains a list of M pre-matched database features from sequential frames,
T = {g1 , g2 , ..., gm , ..., g M },
gm = [λm , aλm , um , sm , pm ],

(3.2)
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with each m = 1, 2, ..., M as the index along the tracklet. Here λm is the database
image index which refers to the database image containing the feature gm , and aλm
is the feature index within the corresponding λm . The descriptor of feature gm is
denoted as um , sm is the feature scale, and pm is the vector containing the feature
pixel positions.

3.3.2

Localization

This section describes how the proposed method achieves localization of input query
images. The localization phase starts with feature extraction and matching to the
features of the first candidate database image frame, and then comparison of feature
scales within the database is used to converge on the closest database image match.
In the localization step, first a likely database image match is selected as a candidate based on the last match. In a real-world system, this could be initialized either
with a normal consumer GPS or by using an even coarser topological visual search
within a database to find a likely region to start in, such as sequence matching over
dimension reduced images [26]. This would remove the dependence on GPS, but
would potentially require a few minutes to capture a sequence suitable for general
position recognition. The increase in database size would be small as only a few bits
are required for sequence template matching.
SIFT features are extracted from the query image, and then matched to the recorded
features of the candidate database frames. The same selective weighted feature
matching given by Equation (3.1) is used, with the exception of the restriction on
increasing feature scale, since it is unknown if the query image is before or beyond
the first candidate database image. This results in each suitable query feature being
matched to a feature-scale tracklet. The precise database frame match is then predicted using the proposed per-feature image match voting within the feature-scale
tracklets, which is described in more detail below in Section 3.3.2.1. Once the
database match gm is selected, localization of the query image frame is complete.
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If available, metric capture position information from the database frame can be applied directly to the query image frame. For the next query image, the next database
image is used as the first candidate image.
This method has merit in that it does not require a motion model or velocity estimates
to proceed with localization. While starting the process from the next database image
assumes that the vehicle is moving forwards, it is not difficult to modify the method
to accommodate backward motion. This research also does not consider localization
at junctions. However, a discussion on possible implementation for backward motion
and junctions is presented in Section 3.5.

3.3.2.1

Image match selection

In the per-feature, look-ahead image matching method used by this system, features
extracted from a query image are matched to the features from a candidate database
image λ. The feature matching process results in N matched query image features,
with each feature fi (i = 1, 2, ..., N) being mapped to a feature tracklet T t ∈ T which
contains the corresponding database feature gm , as follows:
fi 7→ T t

where

min γ( fi , gm ∈ T t ).
t

(3.3)

Here the subscript t of T t refers to the tracklet index within the database, and γ(•)
is the feature matching function which finds the corresponding database feature by
searching for the minimum descriptor distance, which was presented in more detail
in Section 3.3.1.1.
The feature within the tracklet that is closest in scale to the current query image
feature fi can now be identified, and therefore the database image match can be
predicted by the feature:
λ̃( fi ) = λm0 ∈ gm0 ,

(3.4)

m0 ( fi ) = arg min |s( fi ) − s(gm ∈ T t )|,

(3.5)

m
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where the function s(•) returns the scale of a feature. All of the matched features can
individually estimate and vote on which database image provides a match, with the
most voted database image being selected as the image match as follows:
λmatch = arg max
λ

N
X

v(λ, λ̃( fi )),

(3.6)

i=1






1 if λ̃( fi ) = λ
v(λ, λ̄( fi )) = 



0 otherwise

,

(3.7)

where λmatch is the database index of the image match.
An overview of the per-feature image match voting method is presented in Figure 3.2, and the scale comparison process for an individual feature is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. By comparing query feature scale within the feature-scale tracklets, the
many expensive feature descriptor matching steps can be replaced with a series of
feature scale comparisons. Particularly if the candidate database image is actually
quite far from the true match, there may be some variations in the voted match.
In any case, the resulting database image is selected as the next candidate and the
process is repeated. The localization method terminates when the current candidate database image results in a majority of votes for itself. When this happens, the
database image is selected as a match, and the topological localization is complete.

3.4

Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, two experiments were conducted, with two different datasets. These are summarized as follows:

1. Traffic dataset experiment. This experiment used images captured from a
vehicle mounted camera which was driven on the same urban route twice,
with one pass making up the database images and the next pass the query
images. No localization information was available, so only the image matching
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the per-feature voting process for selecting the closest
database match. Each feature extracted from the query image is matched to a
database tracklet feature, and supplies a vote for a candidate database image. The
most voted database image is selected as a match.

performance of the system was evaluated by comparing results with a manually
constructed ground-truth. This experiment allowed testing of the method with
a relatively low-resolution camera in a real traffic environment, in the presence
of other vehicles and so on.
2. Driving-school dataset experiment. This experiment made use of a sophisticated Mobile Mapping System (MMS) to provide accurate localization information for each frame capture using RTK-GPS, an IMU, and wheel odometry.
This allowed database frames to be annotated with image capture locations in
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Figure 3.3: Simplified diagram of the per-feature image match voting. Only one
feature is shown here for clarity. The scale of the feature in the query image is
scanned through the corresponding database feature-scale tracklet, shown here in
red. It can then vote on the predicted database image match, in this case image λ3 .
The database image with the highest number of votes over all the features is then
progressed to as the next candidate.

world coordinates, so query image frames matched to database frames using
the proposed method could be generally positioned by applying the capture
location of the matched database frame. This experiment was conducted at a
driving school, where multiple passes and lane changes could be safely performed. This also allowed localization evaluation in lane change conditions.

This section starts with a summary of how the feature matching weights were determined in Section 3.4.1. The comparative and proposed methods used for evaluating
the performance of the proposed method are explained in Section 3.4.2. The process
and results of the topological localization experiments are presented in Section 3.4.3
and Section 3.4.4 respectively.
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3.4.1

System parametrization

For feature matching in the database construction and localization processes, the
weights w s , wd , wr from Equation (3.1) were selected by visually checking feature
correspondences, and choosing values that minimized incorrect matches. The scale
difference of correct matches varies depending on feature size, so a relatively small
w s value of approximately one tenth of wd and wr (which were approximately equal)
was found to be effective. This configuration prioritizes the SSD of feature descriptors for determining the best feature match. The weights were normalized to sum to
one, resulting in a w s value of 0.0476, with both wd and wr values set to 0.476.

3.4.2

Evaluated methods

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, four localization methods were
compared. The tested methods are summarized as follows:

1. Proposed method: Feature-scale tracklet image matching. This is the
method described in this chapter, which uses the pre-matched feature-scale
tracklets presented in Section 3.2.1 to match the query frames to their corresponding closest database frame, applying the per-feature image match voting
presented in Section 3.3.2.1.
2. Comparative method 1: Feature-scale DTW. This method is based on previous work [65] and uses the average scale change between matched features
of individual images as a cost measure. This method is implemented using
DTW to compare image sequences. The image match cost can be considered
as the averaged cost between all matched features, as in Equation (3.1) but
using only the scale difference and setting wd and wr to zero. Like the proposed method, it uses matched feature-scale comparisons; however, it does
not use the pre-matching and tracklet construction techniques presented in this
chapter.
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3. Comparative method 2: Feature match cost DTW. This method uses the
same DTW framework as comparative method 1, but instead of using average
scale change as a cost measure for image matching, it uses the feature match
cost from Equation (3.1), averaged over all feature matches. It includes scale
difference, response difference, and descriptor distance. The results for comparative method 2 as shown here are using the weights w s , wd , wr as optimized
for feature matching. Again, this method omits the proposed pre-matching and
tracklet construction techniques.
4. Comparative method 3: WISURF-DTW. This is a modified implementation
of WISURF [27] for image matching. The WISURF method creates a single
SURF descriptor for each image, and chooses a database image match based
on descriptor distance. Instead of using a Bayesian filter [27], here image
matching is performed using the WISURF image descriptor distance and DTW
to remove the dependence on motion estimation for localization. When the
same lane was traversed in both database and query sequences, this method
gave similar results to those presented in [70] in downtown areas —which is
impressive, considering that only one camera was used in this testing.

Table 3.1 provides a comparison of the techniques used in the evaluated methods.

3.4.3

Traffic dataset experiment

This experiment was conducted to test the image matching performance of the proposed method in real traffic environments, with low-resolution images.

3.4.3.1

Image capture

A Point Grey Ladybug camera [96] was roof-mounted on a test vehicle, as shown
in Figure 3.4, and used to capture both database and query image sequences in a
city driving environment. The Ladybug camera is an omni-directional device made
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3
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3
3
3
—

Proposed: Feature-scale tracklets

Comparative 1: Feature-scale DTW

Comparative 2: Feature match cost

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW

—

Feature-scale
comparison

Feature
points

Method

—
—

3

—

3

Tracklets

3

3

—
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Table 3.1: Summary of the techniques used in the evaluated methods.
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Figure 3.4: Point Grey Ladybug camera [96] mounted on the test vehicle.

up of six cameras, covering a full 360◦ field of view. The images used to create
the database and query image sequences came from the forward-facing camera only,
with the additional cameras being used to assist in manual image matching for construction of the ground-truth, which is described below.
The camera capture rate was 15 frames per second (fps), and the captured images
had their distortion removed prior to use using the proprietary Point Grey FlyCapture
software [97]. The images were cropped to give a relatively small size of 406 × 300
pixels, which allowed for fast feature extraction and processing. The data capture
route covered approximately 1 km of road, with the database and query sequences
both being captured in the left-hand lane. The specifications of the data capture are
summarized in Table 3.2, and the route traversed is shown in Figure 3.5.
To construct the ground-truth, the query images were manually matched to their corresponding database counterparts. The Ladybug camera captures six images from
different directions simultaneously, and the FlyCapture software stitches the resulting images into a panorama at each capture point. The panorama images were used
to find the closest corresponding capture locations from two image sequences, since
the side views from the panorama allow easier comparison because of the limited
lateral distance between the image sequences (which were captured in the same
lane) [98]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which shows how small angular differences between the correct query-to-database image matches make alignment using
the forward-facing camera only difficult. By aligning the corresponding panoramas
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Table 3.2: Capture specifications for the traffic dataset experiment.

Property

Specification

Camera model

Point Grey Ladybug 3

Imaging sensor

Color 2MP Sony ICX274 CCD, 1/8”

Lens field of view

Horizontal: 95◦ , vertical: 78◦

Image resolution [pixels]

406 × 300 (calibrated, cropped)

Image capture rate [fps]

15

Capture route length [m]

∼1,000

Figure 3.5: Traffic dataset capture location, showing the driving paths used. Satellite imagery: Google, ZENRIN.

Manually matched ground-truth database image

Manually matched ground-truth database panorama

Figure 3.6: Ground-truth matches selected manually using Ladybug panoramas. The guidelines shown in the panorama images were drawn
to aid in alignment. The corresponding forward-facing camera image of each panorama is shown on the right.

Query image

Query panorama
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instead, the correct match can be found more easily. While still a time-consuming
process, this greatly assisted in determining the correct ground-truth match as opposed to using the forward-facing camera images only.

3.4.3.2

Localization performance

Databases were constructed for the proposed and comparative methods, and localization was performed using them together with the query image frames. The experiments used a standard desktop computer with a 3.5 GHz Intel i7 processor. No
GPU, multi-threading, nor optimization was used to increase performance, and the
OpenCV C++ library [99, 100] was used to implement feature detectors and descriptor extractors. The proposed method was able to perform localization at the frame
rate of the camera (15 fps).
Some examples of the resulting image matching are shown in Figure 3.7. As can be
seen from the example images, lighting conditions are challenging for this dataset as
there is a lot of contrast and shadow in the images.
By comparing to the image match results to the manually computed ground-truth,
a frame match error was determined for each query image frame. The frame match
error is defined as the discrepancy between the database image match result using the
proposed method and the ground-truth image match, in terms of distance in number
of frames. The results are presented in Figure 3.8.

3.4.4

Driving-school dataset experiment

This experiment provided a more thorough evaluation of the proposed method, with
accurate capture position information available for both query and database images.
This enabled more accurate determination of the ground-truth database image match
for each image, and also evaluation in terms of metric localization error.

3.4. Experiments

Matched
database image
(Proposed method:
Feature scale-tracklet
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Query images

Matched
database image
(Comparative method 3:
WISURF-DTW
image matching)

Figure 3.7: Example image matching results from the traffic dataset. The images
include temporal features such as moving vehicles and harsh shadows.
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Comparative 1: Feature-scale DTW

Comparative 2: Feature match cost DTW

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW

Figure 3.8: Image matching results from the traffic dataset. The x-axis shows the
match error in terms of number of image frames between the selected database
match and the actual closest database image. The y-axis shows the percentage of
image match results that are within each error level.

3.4.4.1

Image capture

The dataset for this experiment was captured at a driving school. The location allowed various lane changes, traversal of intersections and maneuvers to be safely
performed away from busy traffic. A sophisticated data capture system was employed to provide accurate ground-truth data in this dataset. Both database and query
image frames were captured using a Mitsubishi Electric MMS-X320R MMS [101],
shown in Figure 3.9. This system incorporates three roof-mounted 5 megapixel cameras, three laser scanners, GPS, and odometry hardware. Only one forward-facing
camera was used in these experiments. None of the data collected from the laser
scanners was used in this research. Capture position estimation for database construction and ground-truth is by a fusion of wheel encoder odometry, a high-accuracy
GPS unit, and an IMU. This process is performed with proprietary tools and gives a
claimed Root Mean Square (RMS) localization error of 6 cm. The system provided
an estimated average error of below 1 cm in the experiments that were conducted,
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Figure 3.9: The MMS used for data capture.

aided by good GPS satellite coverage. The MMS produces timestamped images
with corresponding capture position coordinates, with an image capture rate of up
to 10 fps. Because the system can accurately measure distance traveled, it can be
set to capture images at set distance intervals, rather than a fixed frame rate. The
actual image rate depends on synchronization with other hardware, but was at approximately 2 m intervals for most of this dataset. The camera uses a wide angle
lens (horizontal: 80◦ , vertical: 64◦ ), and although the native capture resolution of the
MMS cameras are 2,400 × 2,000 pixels, it was found that localization performance
was maintained after down-scaling to 600 × 500 pixels, which improved computation
speed. The localization information supplied by the MMS for each image was used
for tracklet construction in the database sequences, and for the query stream images,
provided the ground-truth that was used in performance evaluation. Several database
sequences were captured around the driving school, always using the left-hand lane.
Query image sequences used a mixture of the left-hand lane and the right-hand lane
where multiple lanes were available. Table 3.3 provides a summary of the capture
hardware specifications and Figure 3.10 shows the vehicle paths.

3.4.4.2

Localization performance

Databases were constructed for the proposed and comparative methods, and localization was performed through sections of the dataset. The capture location of this
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Table 3.3: Capture specifications for the driving-school dataset experiment.

Property

Specification

MMS model

Mitsubishi Electric MMS-X320R

Localization accuracy [m]

0.06 RMS

Imaging sensor

Color 5MP

Lens field of view

Horizontal: 80◦ , vertical: 64◦

Image resolution [pixels]

600 × 500 (calibrated, scaled)

Image capture rate [fps]

10 (maximum)

Capture route length [m]

∼1,000

Figure 3.10: Driving-school dataset location, showing the driving paths used. Satellite imagery: Google, ZENRIN.
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dataset allowed evaluation in two distinct situations: standard localization when the
query images were captured in the same lane as the database images, and the lane
change condition where the query images were captured in a different lane from the
database images (the right-hand lane). The lane change situation often creates a substantial change in the appearance of the observed scene, which can be challenging
for image matching methods. Some examples of the resulting image matching are
shown in Figure 3.11, and Figure 3.12 shows the matched features of a sample set of
tracklets spanning four database frames.
The same machine used for the previous experiment described in Section 3.4.3.2 was
used to perform the localization process. Again, without any GPU implementation,
multi-threading, nor optimization of any kind, localization was performed at approximately 15 Hz. At 100 km/h, a 14 fps image capture rate is required to achieve the
2 m image spacing used in these experiments. Therefore 15 Hz localization would
be possible at up to 100 km/h without increasing the image spacing beyond 2 m.
Processing time varies drastically with image resolution, so a balance between processing time and the number/quality of extracted features must be found.
Localization accuracy was evaluated using the MMS localization data. For an image matching ground-truth, image matches were determined by finding the spatially
closest database frame capture position based on each query frame’s capture location.
Topological localization using only image matching was performed and the results
are shown in Figure 3.13. Here Figure 3.13(a) shows the image matching performance of the proposed method together with the comparative methods over the majority of the database where database and localization sequences were in the same
(left-hand) lane. Figure 3.13(b) shows the image matching performance on a short
sequence where the query images were captured in a different lane from the database
images (the right-hand lane).
Absolute metric localization errors from topological localization were calculated using the distance between each query image and the chosen database image match.
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Matched
database image
(Proposed method:
Feature scale-tracklet
image matching)

Query images

Matched
database image
(Comparative method 3:
WISURF-DTW
image matching)

Figure 3.11: Example image matching results from the driving-school dataset. The
top two rows show image matching in the same lane as the database lane, whereas
the lower two show matching where the query lane is different from the database
lane.

λ2

λ3

λ4

Figure 3.12: Sample feature-scale tracklets, with each tracklet shown in a different color. The circles represent the feature positions and
their diameters show the feature scale, illustrating the scale increase along the tracklet. Only some of the tracklets are shown for clarity.

λ1
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(a) Same lane.
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(b) Different lane.
Figure 3.13: Image matching results from the driving-school dataset. These example sections are taken from areas where the query images were captured (a) in the
same lane as the database images, and (b) in the lane to the right of the database
image lane. The x-axis shows the match error in terms of number of image frames
between the selected database match and the actual closest database image. The
y-axis shows the percentage of image match results that are within each error level.
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The results are presented in Figure 3.14 and Table 3.4. Again Figure 3.14(a) shows
results from when the database and query frames are from the same lane, and Figure 3.14(b) shows results from the different-lane case.
The proposed method achieved an average accuracy of 0.61 m in the same-lane case
and 3.17 m in the different-lane case. It should be noted that when the query images
were captured in the right-hand lane, even perfect image matching results would always result in at least a 2.0 m error. This corresponds to the approximate width of
the lane, as both the proposed and comparative methods can only localize longitudinally in the direction of motion. This can be observed in Figure 3.14(b), where the
different-lane curves start at an error level of approximately 2.0 m.

3.5

Discussion and analysis

This section provides a discussion about the evaluated methods. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is analyzed and compared to the comparative methods and
the performance over the two tested datasets is discussed. Further exploration of
actual tracklet statistics and the resulting effect on different road areas are presented,
together with general considerations for practical real-world applications.

3.5.1

Evaluated methods

The approaches of feature-scale DTW (comparative method 1) and feature match
cost DTW (comparative method 2) differ only in the weights used for the image
match cost measure. While feature-scale DTW uses only the scale component of
Equation (3.1) to determine an average image match cost over corresponding features, feature match cost DTW uses Equation (3.1) directly. Feature response and
descriptor comparisons are included in the cost measure, with the same weights as
used in feature matching. The superior image matching performance of feature-scale
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(a) Same lane.
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Figure 3.14: Localization results from the driving-school dataset. These example
sections are taken from areas where the query images were captured (a) in the same
lane as the database images, and (b) in the lane to the right of the database image
lane. The graph shows the percentage of localization results within each metric
error level. The localization error starts at about 2.0 m for the different-lane results
(graph (b)), which approximately corresponds to the width of the lane.

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW

Comparative 2: Feature match cost

Comparative 1: Feature-scale DTW

Proposed: Feature-scale tracklets

Method
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Standard deviation [m]

24.10

14.33

10.47

8.51

5.25

11.04

4.56

2.66

Maximum error [m]

Table 3.4: Summary of the localization results from the driving-school dataset. Best results are shown in bold.
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DTW over feature match cost DTW illustrates the strength of using feature scale for
image matching in this environment.
The proposed method employs two cost measures; one optimized for finding feature
matches (Equation (3.1)), and one for image matching (Equation (3.4)). Comparative
method 2 uses the feature match cost of Equation (3.1) directly as an image match
cost measure. To compare the image match cost measure of the proposed method
with comparative method 2, an experiment to optimize the weight values w s , wd , wr
of Equation (3.1) independently of the feature matching procedure was conducted.
This allowed experimental determination of the best possible combination of all three
weightings for an image match cost measure. It was found that the weight values that
were optimal for individual feature matching did not provide optimal image matching performance when using Equation (3.1) averaged over all feature matches as an
image match cost measure. The results showed that a scale difference weight w s of
1.0 and 0.0 for wd and wr provided the best image matching. This is a system exactly
equivalent to the image match cost within the feature-scale (only) DTW method of
comparative method 1, and in principle the same image match cost used in the proposed method. The accuracy decrease when using descriptor distance is potentially
because the descriptors of corresponding features from consecutive database frames
are very similar. This results in ambiguity when choosing the image match based
on descriptor distance, and therefore the occurrence of incorrect image matches.
Feature-scale difference appears to be a more discriminative measure for resolving
forward camera motion. Note that the feature response difference is very small for
matched features and does not contribute significantly to image matching. It is, however, effective for filtering incorrect matches in the feature matching process.
The superior image matching performance observed when using an image match cost
measure based on scale difference only, as in comparative method 1 (feature-scale
(only) DTW) and the proposed method, confirms that feature scale-change within a
tracklet (Equation (3.4)) is a good parameter for image matching. It also illustrates
that comparing descriptors within the tracklet is unnecessary for the localization step.
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This is where the efficiency gains of the proposed method become apparent, as descriptor comparisons are computationally expensive.
The proposed method also offers other efficiency advantages. Most query images are
localized within three image matching steps, compared to at least eight when using
DTW and image match cost comparisons. It is estimated that the image matching
performance with feature-scale tracklets and the per-feature voting system is on average at least four times faster than the DTW-based feature-scale difference method
(comparative method 1) and feature match cost method (comparative method 2)
when using a similar number of features. While the image matching step is much
faster when using the proposed tracklet system, the feature extraction process is the
same for all feature-based methods and takes up a large proportion of the overall
localization time. The scale change cost and feature match cost methods used for
comparison ran at around 7 Hz compared to 15 Hz for the proposed method. Note
that comparative method 1 and comparative method 2 run at close to the same speed,
as the image cost measure calculation differs only by two floating point number value
comparisons per feature. However, WISURF-DTW runs much faster than all of the
feature-based methods and can run in real-time at all practical frame rates. As such,
it makes a good basis for general localization in large datasets and could even be
applied when a starting estimate is unavailable, for example as a replacement for
initialization with GPS.
All three feature-based methods also showed significantly improved localization performance over WISURF-DTW, especially in the maximum observed error. While the
use of the WISURF descriptor is a fast and efficient way to compare overall scene
similarity, incorrect matches occur when consecutive database scenes either change
very little in overall appearance, or when the query image scene is modified from
the corresponding database scene —for example, in the case of a lane change or
occlusion by another vehicle. Splitting each image into many descriptors can add
robustness in these situations. Consecutive database frames have individual feature
points which change in scale, and are repeatable even when a lane change takes place
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or an occlusion obstructs some of the scene. The advantage of using many featurepoint descriptors instead of an overall image descriptor is further discussed in the
following sections.

3.5.2

Topological localization in the traffic environment dataset

The image matching performance in the real-world traffic environment of the first
experiment (Section 3.4.3) is substantially lower than that in the experiment using
the driving-school dataset (Section 3.4.4). There are several reasons for this. Firstly,
the camera captured images at a rate of 15 fps, whereas in the driving-school dataset
experiment the database image spacing was approximately 2 m. The fast capture
rate in the traffic environment dataset resulted in much closer image separation and
therefore smaller differentiation between frames. Secondly, occlusions and dynamic
traffic scenes causing differences between the database and query images pose a
challenge for image matching. Looking at individual matching failures, the comparative WISURF-DTW method was much more affected by both of these issues than
the proposed method, which is evident in the image matching results (Figure 3.8).
However, what is harder to see, is that partially occluded scenes such as the query image in the last row of Figure 3.7 sometimes caused complete matching failure when
using WISURF, whereas the proposed method’s matching performance was mostly
unaffected by such situations. Finally, the lower resolution of the Ladybug images
and the poorer lighting conditions play a large part in extracting quality features for
matching.
Database images captured from busy traffic environments will sometimes include
tracklets with features extracted from temporal objects such as other vehicles and
pedestrians. These tracklets do not have much effect on the localization process, as
even if they are incorrectly matched to query features, their database index votes are
outweighed by those of static features. In future work, vehicle and pedestrian detection systems could be used to remove the features from temporal objects. This would
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slightly reduce the database size and matching computation time. Another potential method to remove temporal object features would be to make multiple database
capture passes and create tracklets from only consistent features over different capture sets. Information about matched features in the localization process could also
be used to improve the database set of tracklets, which would additionally allow
database evolution over time.

3.5.3

Topological localization in the driving-school dataset

The average localization error when database and query images came from the same
lane was lower than in previous work [65], even with the use of only one camera,
showing that the per-feature database match voting system provides a more stable
image matching platform. In the driving-school dataset, the proposed feature-scale
tracklet method reduced the average same-lane localization error by 32% and 44%
over the feature-scale DTW and feature match cost DTW methods (comparative
method 1 and comparative method 2), respectively. The average localization error
was reduced by 82% when compared to the comparative WISURF-DTW method.
Image matching is more challenging in the different-lane case because the scene
viewed by the camera changes significantly between lanes. This is illustrated by
the comparative WISURF-DTW method results shown in Figure 3.13(b) and Figure 3.14(b). The WISURF-DTW method showed much higher localization error in
the different-lane case when compared to localizing in the same lane as the database,
even when considering the 2 m lane offset. The proposed method, after taking into
consideration the lane offset, actually achieved similar image matching and localization performance to the same-lane case. This illustrates one strength of using
features for localization, as opposed to whole image similarity.
The proposed database construction method makes use of the forward motion of
the vehicle for filtering strong features for localization. However, as can be seen in
Figure 3.10, the database includes many sharp corners. At these locations, the change
in vehicle direction of motion causes some of the tracked features to disappear from
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Table 3.5: Tracklet statistics for the driving-school dataset.

Maximum

Minimum

Average

Tracklet length [frames]

17

2

3.3

Number of tracklets per frame

789

78

255.4

the field of view. This results in the end of the tracklets and the creation of new
ones as the view changes. To see how many frames the tracklets typically cover, the
average number of tracklets passing through each frame and average length of each
tracklet was calculated. The tracklet length is defined as the number of consecutive
database images in which it appears, and the number of tracklets per frame is the
number of tracklets that pass through a database image. A summary of the statistics
of the tracklets constructed within the complete driving-school dataset is presented in
Table 3.5. The tracklet statistics show that while long tracklets that contain features
in many consecutive frames do exist (and are probably important for the method
to work effectively), there are also many short tracklets which bring the average
tracklet length down to not much more than the minimum length of two frames.
Further testing is required to see if there is the possibility to determine the likelihood
that a tracklet will make a strong contribution to localization based on the number
of frames it runs through. Additionally, these short tracklets may provide reliability
where sharp corners exist.
To determine the affect of corners on localization accuracy, one small section of
the driving-school database including two straight sections and two 90◦ corners was
isolated, and the average overall localization error from this area was compared to the
average localization error of both corner areas and straight areas independently. The
results showed an average localization error of 0.73 m in corner areas, and 0.68 m in
straight sections with an overall error of 0.69 m for the complete tested area.
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Database size

One consideration is the database size. The proposed method creates a database of
up to about 100 times the size of the WISURF-DTW comparative method, depending on the number of features extracted per image. The descriptors average about
120 KB per meter. The localization accuracy would definitely be improved by creating a database with 1 m image spacing instead of the 2 m used in these experiments;
however, this would also result in a database of twice the size. There are potentially
many ways to reduce the database size, including using simpler descriptors, or monitoring and pruning descriptors which never get matched to query image features over
time. Within the feature-scale tracklets, maintaining just one descriptor per tracklet
rather than the full set of feature descriptors over several database images is also
a possibility. This is investigated further in the next chapter, Chapter 4. While the
database is relatively compact when compared to storing dense feature point maps or
complete visual information, it would still require careful compression to be used in
a real-world localization system. Modern in-car navigation systems store the entire
map for a whole region or country. With the database of the method proposed in this
paper, this may be difficult to realize in practice due to its larger size. However, it
is compact enough to be streamed over modern mobile data networks, and as solidstate storage technology becomes more affordable, larger databases may be able to
be stored for an entire region or country within the vehicle’s navigation system.

3.5.5

Reversing and junctions

In this chapter, backward motion and junctions (where the vehicle may move down
one of several potential roads at an intersection) are not considered. While forward
motion is assumed, backward motion would usually be detected and correctly handled as long as the matched tracklets sufficiently cover database frames behind the
current camera position. However, also testing the previous database image as a
match candidate would potentially improve performance where backward motion is
likely. Places where the road forks would also not be difficult to include. At such
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locations, several candidate images (one for each possible traversal route) would be
selected as opposed to a single one. As localization progresses along each potential
traversal route, the route with the lowest match cost would be selected as the correct
one. Topological systems inherently support this methodology, and a similar process
has been used successfully with the WISURF method [70].

3.5.6

Camera calibration

In both the datasets that were used to evaluate the method proposed in this chapter,
calibrated camera images were used. Most feature-based visual localization methods will strictly require calibrated images, as the exact pixel location of each matched
feature contributes to the calculation of the relative pose between views. However,
the proposed method does not require the exact pixel location of feature points to
perform localization, only the scale of the features. Therefore, in theory, camera images could be used without calibration. Camera lenses that have a lot of distortion
would potentially still cause issues with feature description and matching, and probably even alter the scale of feature points; but if the lens is relatively distortion-free,
it is unlikely that localization performance would be greatly affected. This is a large
advantage when considering real-world localization systems, where a method that is
robust to small changes in calibration is desirable. Changes in temperature, external
impacts, and so on can cause small changes in intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration, and re-calibrating cameras that are in service is potentially troublesome. In
future experiments, thorough testing of the method with both calibrated and uncalibrated cameras would be an interesting extension to this research.

3.6

Summary

In this thesis, three vehicle localization types using monocular cameras are explored.
As introduced in Chapter 1, these are topological localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. These localization types provide progressively
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refined ego-localization, with topological localization giving the current general vehicle position relative to a map, topometric localization positioning the vehicle metrically in a coordinate frame, and direct metric localization performing a full 6DOF
position and pose estimate.
In this chapter, a topological methodology for positioning the current vehicle position
in a pre-constructed database based on visual similarity was presented. This solves
the problem of general ego-localization relative to a map.
The methodology, experiments, and analysis provided in this chapter presented an
effective system to perform topological localization of a vehicle using a single camera and a pre-constructed database. The proposed database construction method
makes use of the typically linear and forward motion of a vehicle to perform feature matching and feature-scale tracklet construction, providing a framework for image matching of a query image. Query image localization uses matching of scaleinvariant feature points to the database tracklets to perform a per-feature database
image match voting platform for determining the spatially closest database frame.
This method does not calculate epipolar geometry constraints between features so
does not require a large number of adequately spaced feature matches to operate.
The experimental results showed that robust image matching can be achieved using this method. Strong image matching performance was observed in the case of
a traffic environment dataset with low-quality images of dynamic road scenes. In
the case of a driving-school dataset, accurate localization ground-truth was available for evaluation. This allowed the effectiveness of the localization process to
be tested, by applying capture positions from the matched database image frames
to their corresponding query image frames. Calculating the distances between the
query image localization results and the ground-truth capture positions, average localization errors of 0.61 m when database and query image sequences were in the
same lane and 3.17 m when they were in different lanes were observed. With the
spacing between database images being about 2 m, this demonstrates effective image
matching for topological localization. The different-lane results include a lane offset
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error (approximately 2 m), so even under significant visual changes that reduce the
performance of whole image similarity-based methods, image matching results were
maintained.

Chapter 4
Topometric Localization with
Feature-Scale Regression
This thesis covers three main research topics within the theme of visual localization for vehicles using monocular vision. Chapter 3 introduced the construction
of feature-scale tracklets to perform per-feature image-match voting, with the aim
of matching a query image frame to a database image frame for topological localization. This chapter presents the second research topic on performing topometric
localization by expanding on the feature-scale tracklet concept. The capture position
of database frames is used together with scale information within each tracklet to determine regression coefficients that relate the scale of each feature to metric capture
position. This allows topometric localization of query frames to sub-database frame
spacing precision. Like the topological localization method presented in Chapter 3,
the proposed method allows each individual matched feature to contribute to the visual location prediction. However, rather than each matched feature voting on the
closest database match, in this research, they instead produce individual metric estimates of the current location. These are combined to produce a normally distributed
visual location measurement, that provides a probability density function for the
measurement update step of a Bayes estimator.
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This chapter begins with a background of the research in Section 4.1. An introduction to the novel contributions is presented in Section 4.2. The proposed methodology is described in Section 4.3, followed by an explanation of the experiments and
experimental results that were used to evaluate the method in Section 4.4. The results
are further discussed in Section 4.5 before this chapter is summarized and concluded
in Section 4.6.

4.1

Background

In Chapter 1, an introduction to vehicle localization was presented, proposing that
solving the problem of ego-localization can be divided into three stages; topological
localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. This chapter addresses the problem of topometric localization. The aim of the research presented in
this chapter is to build on the topological localization presented in Chapter 3 and increase the functionality of feature-scale tracklets to enable a metric position estimate
for a query image. This means that the localization can be performed with a metric
error that is not as heavily dependent on the database image frame spacing.
Like the topological localization method presented in Chapter 3, the research contained in this chapter is based on scale-invariant features. Again, this method is
agnostic to extraction and description types, as long as the features are scale invariant. The explanation of image features and scale invariance is referred to Section 3.1
and Appendix A.
Topometric localization estimates a position in space, which is a continuous quantity (unlike one-to-one image matching, which is a discrete problem). The step from
topological localization to topometric localization requires some form of interpolation between database capture locations. In this research, interpolation is performed
with regression of feature scale and capture locations. Linear least-squares regression is used to determine the best linear fit between capture location and feature
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scale within each feature-scale tracklet. In this case, feature scale is the explanatory
variable with capture location along a road segment being the dependent variable.
The maintenance of a current position estimate is aided by a measure of the degree
of confidence in the current measurement, so that this can be combined with a prediction based on previous motion to provide more reliable and smooth localization.
In this research, this is performed using a Bayes estimator. If a variety of information
is available about the system state, a Bayes estimator can combine this information,
together with the confidence of each state estimate, to provide the most probable
current state. For a moving vehicle, the current state (in this case, location) can be
predicted from previous states using a motion model, and then updated using sensor
measurements. The per-tracklet position estimate provides a variance estimate and
has a Gaussian distribution (see Section 4.5) which makes a Bayes estimator a good
choice for including other measurements, control inputs, or a motion model, in order
to improve the overall localization performance. In this application, state models
are assumed to be approximately linear, which allows the use of a particular kind of
Bayesian filter, the Kalman filter. Bayesian estimation and different estimators, and
the notation used for them in this thesis, are described in Appendix B.

4.2

Contributed concepts

This section briefly summarizes the novel contributions of the research described
in this chapter. The research presented here contains two main contributions; the
structuring of feature-scale tracklets to include regression coefficients to interpolate
position with feature-scale change, and a Bayes estimator for combining per-tracklet
position estimates and providing a final topometric localization result.
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Concept 1: Feature-scale tracklet regression

In Chapter 3 the feature-scale tracklet concept was introduced. In this chapter, a
method for using scale and capture position regression within tracklets is proposed.
The key concept of feature-scale tracklets is that corresponding features between images have a continuous scale, and in the case of a vehicle moving linearly along a
road, the feature scales increase with each consecutive image. The assumptions behind feature-scale tracklet regression is that feature scale within a tracklet increases
linearly with capture location along the tracklet. This in turn leads to the assumption that the majority of the motion contained within a tracklet is linear. If these
two assumptions are true, then because the feature-scale property is continuous, the
relationship between scale and capture position can be modeled with linear least
squares. The resulting linear regression line can be used to interpolate the capture
position of a query feature even between database capture locations. The calculation
of regression coefficients for feature-scale tracklets is described in Section 4.3.1.2.

4.2.2

Concept 2: Bayes estimator for localization with featurescale tracklets

With the feature-scale tracklet regression coefficients, each matched query frame
feature provides a current position estimate. This is in contrast to a per-tracklet
database image match vote in the topological localization method of Chapter 3. With
many matched features, the distribution of position estimates for all the feature points
in the query frame forms a normally distributed Probability Density Function (PDF),
which is ideal for use in the measurement update of a Bayes estimator, the theory of
which is described in more detail in Appendix B. In this research, the measurement
and state transition models are assumed linear, allowing the use of a Kalman filter
for state estimation. The implementation is presented in Section 4.3.2.1.
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Topometric localization using feature-scale
tracklet regression

As with Chapter 3, this research has a database construction stage and a localization stage. The pre-captured visual database contains feature-scale tracklets, but the
contents are modified to include regression coefficients that allow topometric localization. The estimation of the continuous position property is required, so the system
is designed around a Bayes estimator. An overview of the system flow can be seen
in Figure 4.1. The visual localization estimate process is illustrated with example
features in Figure 4.2, which shows how the scale of the query features are used
to interpolate capture position along the road segment using the database regression
coefficients of matched database tracklets. The process for the database construction phase is described below in Section 4.3.1. This is followed by a more detailed
explanation of the localization phase in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1

Database construction

In this research, as with Chapter 3, the database is constructed by capturing a series
of images at known locations. The general database construction commences in the
same fashion as in Chapter 3; as described in Section 3.3.1 up until and including
Section 3.3.1.1. However, the formulation of the feature-scale tracklets themselves
is different. The relationship between the continuous scale property and the continuous image capture position is calculated using a linear least-squares regression for
each tracklet, and the resulting coefficients are added to the tracklet for use in the
localization phase.

4.3.1.1

Feature-scale tracklet structure

SIFT feature points and SURF descriptors are extracted from each database frame
and are matched in consecutive frames, then arranged into feature-scale tracklets.
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Database construction phase
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Figure 4.1: System flow diagram of the method described in this chapter.

The notation for describing feature-scale tracklets is adapted from Chapter 3. In
Equation (3.2), the nomenclature for the contents of each tracklet was described.
With the addition of scale regression, the new feature-scale tracklet structure needs
to also include the capture location of each feature, and the calculated regression

λ1

q3

q2

ū(T2)
ū(T3)

Matching to
tracklets

ū(T1)

Interpolation of position
from feature scale

y3 = [ 1 s(q3) ] Θ3

y2 = [ 1 s(q2) ] Θ2

y1 = [ 1 s(q1) ] Θ1

Database images

λ3

Bayes estimator

Kalman
filter

λ4

Location
estimate

Figure 4.2: Visual localization with feature-scale tracklet regression coefficients overview. Example query image and a series of database
images displaying three example tracklets, each highlighted in a different color. The query image features, matched to the tracklets through
the average descriptors, are shown matched to the tracklet line based on the interpolated position along the tracklet, calculated from the
query feature scale and tracklet regression coefficients.

Query image

q1

λ2
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coefficients. Therefore, the new structure becomes:
T = {g1 , g2 , ..., gm , ..., g M , Θ},
gm = [λm , aλm , um , sm , pm , `m ],

(4.1)

where each tracklet is denoted T ∈ T where T is the full set of database tracklets. A feature tracklet T contains a list of M pre-matched database features from
sequential frames, with each m = 1, 2, ..., M as the index along the tracklet. Here
λm is the database image index which refers to the database image containing the
feature gm , and aλm is the feature index within the corresponding λm . The descriptor
of feature gm is denoted as um , sm is the feature scale, and pm is the vector containing the feature pixel positions. The longitudinal distance along the current database
segment is denoted `m , and defines the capture location of the feature gm . The scale
regression coefficients are denoted Θ, and their construction is described below in
Section 4.3.1.2.
Note that the capture location `m has a scalar value per feature. While the capture
locations are actually two-dimensional coordinates, in the research presented in this
chapter they are converted into one-dimensional values to represent the length in
meters along the current database segment. Where the road splits and new segments
form, the segments are annotated appropriately. This notation is suitable because
lateral motion of the vehicle is constrained and of less interest than the longitudinal
position along the road. While it is also possible to perform a multivariate linear
regression to build a per-tracklet model of feature-scale changes with capture position [73], a simpler bivariate least-squares regression is made possible by resolving
the capture positions into a single longitudinal distance along the current database
segment.
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Regression coefficient calculation

Feature-scale tracklet regression is performed on each tracklet to calculate the regression coefficients Θ, which describe the linear fit of the relationship between scale and
capture position. The regression process allows the inclusion of scale information
from all corresponding feature points in the database, giving a more robust position
estimate per tracklet and allowing filtering based on the coefficient of determination.
If ` is the vector of capture coordinates `1 , `2 , ..., ` M of M consecutively matched
database features within the tracklet, and S is the M × 2 design matrix containing the
corresponding feature-scale row vectors sm = [1 sm ] , then the coefficients for the
linear regression Θ can be calculated by ordinary least squares as
Θ = (ST S)−1 ST `.

(4.2)

The coefficients calculated for each tracklet form a parametrization which allows a
direct capture position estimate when supplied with a corresponding query feature’s
scale.
Additionally, the residual sum-of-squares, SSres of the set of feature positions with
respect to scale can be calculated as
SSres =

M
X

(`m − sm Θ)2 .

(4.3)

m=1

Similarly, the total sum-of-squares SStot can be calculated as

SStot

M 
X
2
=
`m − `¯ ,

(4.4)

m=1

where `¯ is the mean of the capture locations `1 , `2 , ..., ` M . A measure of variability in
the scale to position relationship for each tracklet is the ratio of the residual sum-ofsquares to the total sum-of-squares, known as the coefficient of determination, R2 .
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This can be calculated as
R2 = 1 −

SSres
.
SStot

(4.5)

This ratio determines the closeness of the regression fit and can be used to prune
tracklets that display highly non-linear scale change with position. The R2 value is
between zero and one, with one representing a perfect linear fit. Tracklets with an R2
over a chosen threshold can be selected for inclusion in the database. It was found
in experiments that a value of 0.8 is an effective threshold for filtering tracklets with
mismatches.

4.3.1.3

Feature descriptor averaging

This research also proposes the averaging of feature descriptors within each tracklet
to reduce the database size. Once the features have been collected into feature-scale
tracklets, they make up a string of matched features of increasing scale and varying
image position. However, they all have similar descriptors which led to them being
matched to each other. These descriptors can be combined into one descriptor per
tracklet to save database space.
From Equation (4.1), each feature-scale tracklet T ∈ T contains a string of features,
g1 , g2 , ..., gm , ..., g M . Each feature gm contains a descriptor um . The descriptor averaging process assigns a single descriptor ū(T ) as
ū(T ) =

M
1 X
um ,
M m=1

(4.6)

which provides the average descriptor for each tracklet T . When matching query
image features to the features in the database, the query image feature only needs to
be matched to each tracklet once, rather than multiple times for individual feature
descriptor comparisons within the tracklet. Each tracklet containing only one feature
descriptor also substantially reduces the database size.
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Localization

This section describes how the proposed method achieves localization of input query
image frames. As with the topological localization method presented in Chapter 3,
before a query image frame is localized relative to the database tracklets, the system
must retrieve the relevant sections of the database. The database may be retrieved as
a single file with indexed tracklets, or for very large databases, split into many files
of a more manageable size for reading or streaming into the localization system.
The current vehicle position estimate is used to select candidate tracklets from the
database based on the capture positions which they cover. Where no current position
estimate exists, to commence localization, coarse positioning information from GPS
is used to determine the general region, and tracklets covering close-by locations are
included as potential matches to the original query frame features. The approximate
localization from GPS could be replaced with a vision-only approach by sequence
matching over dimension reduced images [26]. This would remove the dependence
on GPS, but would potentially require a few minutes to capture a sequence suitable
for general position recognition. The increase in database size would be small as
only a few bits are required for sequence template matching.
SIFT features are extracted from the query image, and then matched to the recorded
features of the candidate database tracklets. The first few frames are localized using
visual measurements only, described below in Section 4.3.2.1. Once the motion of
the vehicle is established from the first few visual measurements, the localization
process is performed within a Kalman filter implementation of a Bayes estimator
(Section 4.3.2.2).

4.3.2.1

Visual location measurement

The Bayes estimator described in Appendix B requires a measurement update. In
this research, this is provided by a visual measurement from combining individual
location measurements from the query features matched to database tracklets.
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When N features from a query image are matched to a subset of database featurescale tracklets, each matched query feature qi and corresponding T i (where i =
1, 2, ..., N) create a measurement of the query capture position, yi , using the database
coefficients determined for each tracklet in Equation (4.2) and the query feature scale
s(qi ) as
yi = [1 s(qi )] Θi .

(4.7)

The results of the individual measurements can be combined to form a single visual
measurement by averaging their values as
N
1X
yi .
ȳ =
N i=1

(4.8)

The variance of the overall visual measurement can be calculated as
σ2ȳ

N
1X
(ȳ − yi )2 .
=
N i=1

(4.9)

One of the contributions of the proposed method is the recognition that the multiple measurements form a Gaussian distribution which is suitable for inclusion in
a Bayes estimator as a measurement model. When combined, the query location
measurements form the following Probability Density Function (PDF):


 (x − ȳ)2 
 ,
P(ȳ | x) = q
exp −
2 
2σ
2
ȳ
2πσ
1

(4.10)

ȳ

where x is the actual capture position of the query image, ȳ is the mean of the individual visual location measurements yi , and σ2y is the variance of the distribution.

4.3.2.2

Kalman filtering

If the vehicle motion is assumed to follow a linear constant-velocity model, the system has a Gaussian state transition model and measurement model, so a Kalman filter
can be used to avoid the difficult calculations of finding the maximum a posteriori
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estimate of the fundamental Bayes estimator (see Equation (B.1) and Equation (B.2)
in Appendix B).
Following the notation used in Appendix B, in this section k denotes the time step
for each predict/update cycle. The state transition model predicts the location of the
vehicle x̂k | k−1 and associated variance σ̂2k | k−1 based on previous states as follows:
x̂k | k−1 = x̂k−1 | k−1 + ∆ x̂k + wk ,
σ̂2k | k−1 = σ̂2k−1 | k−1 + σ2wk ,

(4.11)

where wk is the transition model noise, and ∆ x̂k is the predicted location change
determined by the chosen motion model. Assuming that no vehicle odometry information is available, a constant-velocity state transition model is used. The new
vehicle location PDF is approximated to be a Gaussian with mean µ and variance
σw . The previous distance covered between query image frames is calculated, and
adjusted for timing differences in the next time step as
!
x̂k−1 | k−1 − x̂k−2 | k−2
∆ x̂k =
(tk − tk−1 )
tk−1 − tk−2

(4.12)

where t denotes the system time. The calculated ∆ x̂ is added to the last predicted
vehicle location such that µ = x̂k−1 | k−1 + ∆ x̂k . This provides the following Gaussian
probability density function
!
(xk−1 − µ)2
P( x̂k | xk−1 ) = p
exp −
,
2σ2w
2πσ2w
1

(4.13)

which forms the state transition model for the Kalman filter.
The key component of this localization method is the visual measurement step, which
provides the measurement update in the Kalman filter. The candidate database tracklets are selected based on the previous position x̂k−1 | k−1 . A tracklet is selected for
matching if the span of capture positions of the tracklet `1 , `2 , ..., ` M intersect with
the query region between x̂k−1 | k−1 − ρ∆ x̂k and x̂k−1 | k−1 + ρ∆ x̂k , where ρ is a factor
to determine the range of the database tracklets to include for potential matching.
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Increasing the value of ρ increases the number of tracklets included in the matching
process, which can give better position estimates at the expense of an overall increase
in matching time. It was found in experimental testing that a ρ value of 2.0 usually
encompassed all tracklets which would produce inlier position estimates.
Query images are then matched to the resulting set of tracklets by comparing the
tracklet average descriptors to the query image feature descriptors, using the same
feature matching technique as employed in the database construction stage. The final
set of matches are then used to complete the measurement update, using the distribution of the combination of individual tracklet estimates ȳk provided by Equation (4.8)
and Equation (4.9) as follows:
x̂k | k = x̂k | k−1 + Kk (ȳk − x̂k | k−1 ),
σ2k | k = (1 − Kk )σ̂2k | k−1 ,

(4.14)

where Kk is the Kalman gain, calculated at each step as
Kk =

σ̂2k | k−1
σ̂2k | k−1 + σ2ȳk

.

(4.15)

Equation (4.14) provides the estimated position and variance for the query image
frame, in terms of the distance along the current road segment. The location estimate
x̂k | k is then used to start the next prediction stage from Equation (4.11).

4.4

Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the traffic environment dataset
used in Section 3.4.3 could not be employed, as it contains no metric localization
information for the image frames. Therefore, the driving-school dataset used in Section 3.4.4 was used to evaluate the metric localization performance of the method
presented in this chapter.
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This section starts with Section 4.4.1 providing a summary of the comparative and
proposed methods that were evaluated in these experiments. The process and results
of the topometric localization experiments are presented in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1

Evaluated methods

To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, five localization methods were
compared. The tested methods are summarized as follows:
1. Proposed method 1: Feature-scale tracklet regression and Kalman filtering. This method uses all of the proposed techniques introduced in this chapter.
It makes use of feature-scale regression to create coefficients for per-tracklet
localization measurements as described in Section 4.3.1.2 and Section 4.3.2.1.
A Bayes estimator in the form of a Kalman filter (Section 4.3.2.2) is employed
to give a final location estimate for each query image frame.
2. Proposed method 2: Feature-scale tracklet regression This method uses all
of the proposed techniques introduced in this chapter up to the Bayes estimator for position estimation with a Kalman filter. The feature-tracklet regression
models described in Section 4.3.1.2 are employed to create per-feature interpolated location measurements using the method described in Section 4.3.2.1.
Localization is performed without a state transition model and proceeds with
the average of the visual location measurements making up the location estimate.
3. Comparative method 1: Feature-scale tracklet image matching. This is
the method proposed in Chapter 3. The method is used to perform topological
localization in the form of image matching of query and database frames, and
the metric localization information from the predicted closest match is applied
directly to the query frame.
4. Comparative method 2: Feature-scale DTW. This is comparative method
1 in Chapter 3. It is based on previous work [65] and uses the average scale
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change between matched features of individual images as a cost measure. This
method is implemented using DTW to compare image streams. Like the proposed method, it uses matched feature-scale comparisons; however, it does not
use the pre-matching and tracklet construction techniques presented in Chapter 3, or the feature-scale regression and Bayes-filter approaches presented in
this chapter. Topometric localization is performed by using the localization
information from the predicted closest database frame match directly.
5. Comparative method 3: WISURF-DTW. This is comparative method 3 in
Chapter 3. It is a modified implementation of WISURF [27] for image matching. The WISURF method creates a single SURF descriptor for each image,
and chooses a database image match based on descriptor distance. Instead
of using a Bayesian filter [27], here image matching is performed using the
WISURF image descriptor distance and DTW to remove the dependence on
motion estimation for localization.

Table 4.1 provides a comparison of the techniques used in the evaluated methods.

4.4.2

Driving-school dataset experiment

This experiment provided an evaluation of the proposed method, testing the contributed concepts of feature-scale regression and localization with a Bayes filter individually to examine their contribution to topometric localization performance. The
driving-school dataset of Chapter 3 was used in this evaluation.

4.4.2.1

Image capture

The vehicle configuration remained the same as for the experiments in Section 3.4.4.1
of Chapter 3, and once again only the front-facing camera images were used. The
captured images were downscaled from 2,400 × 2,000 pixels to 600 × 500 pixels.
The localization information supplied by the MMS for each image was used for

3

3

3

3

—

Proposed 2: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression

Comparative 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
image matching only

Comparative 2: Feature-scale DTW,
image matching only

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW,
image matching only

Feature-scale
comparison

Proposed 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression + Kalman filter

Method

3

3

—

—

—

DTW

—

—

3

3

3

Tracklets

Table 4.1: Summary of the techniques used in the evaluated methods.
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tracklet construction in the database streams, and provided a ground-truth for the
query stream images to allow performance evaluation. For this experiment, only the
same lane sections of the dataset from Section 3.4.4.1 were employed. The capture
specifications are the same as summarized in Table 3.3 of Section 3.4.4.1 in Chapter 3.

4.4.2.2

Localization performance

Databases were constructed for the proposed and comparative methods, and localization was performed through sections of the dataset. The actual contents of the
tracklets used as an example in Figure 4.2 are displayed in Figure 4.3 (with the exception of the calculated regression coefficients, pixel locations, and descriptors).
The descriptor averaging that was proposed in Section 4.3.1.3 was applied to the two
proposed methods, resulting in at least a 50% reduction in the database size when
compared to comparative methods 1 and 2 which also use image feature descriptors.
The WISURF-DTW method of comparative method 3 uses a single descriptor per
image frame so has a significantly smaller database than all other evaluated methods.
The database size information for the evaluated methods is shown in Table 4.2.
The same machine used for the experiments in Chapter 3 was used to perform the
localization process. Again, without any GPU implementation, multi-threading nor
optimization of any kind, localization was performed at approximately 15 Hz. The
application of scale regression coefficients for position estimation and the Kalman
filter made a negligible difference to the processing time when compared to feature
extraction and matching.
Localization accuracy was evaluated using the MMS localization data. For the query
image stream, localization information provided the ground-truth. Topometric localization results in terms of the absolute error are presented in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3.
All tested areas were where the query and database image frames came from the
left-hand lane. Proposed method 1 achieved an average localization error of 0.33 m,
representing a 46% improvement over the feature-scale tracklets image matching
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Figure 4.3: Example of the contents of the feature-scale tracklets from Figure 4.2. The calculated regression coefficients, pixel locations
and descriptors have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 4.2: Database sizes. The best results are shown in bold.

Database size [KB/m]

Method
Proposed 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression + Kalman filter

40.19

Proposed 2: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression

40.19

Comparative 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
image matching only (Chapter 3)

80.96

Comparative 2: Feature-scale DTW,
image matching only

191.23

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW,
image matching only

1.42

100%

Percentage of results

80%
Proposed 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression + Kalman filter
Proposed 2: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression
Comparative 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
image matching only (Chapter 3)
Comparative 2: Feature-scale DTW,
image matching only
Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW,
image matching only
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Figure 4.4: Topometric localization results from the driving-school dataset. The
graph shows the percentage of localization results within each metric error level.

0.42

0.61

1.00

3.71

Comparative 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
image matching only (Chapter 3)

Comparative 2: Feature-scale DTW,
image matching only

Comparative 3: WISURF-DTW,
image matching only

0.33

Average error [m]

Proposed 2: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression

Proposed 1: Feature-scale tracklets,
scale regression + Kalman filter

Method

1.68

1.32

0.46

0.49

0.27

Standard deviation [m]

14.33

11.04

2.66

2.92

1.82

Maximum error [m]

Table 4.3: Summary of the topometric localization results from the driving-school dataset. The best results are shown in bold.
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method alone. Compared to proposed method 2, a 21% improvement was observed
from the application of the Bayes filter for localization. The filter also managed to
reduce the localization variance and maximum error, as the motion model provides
smoothing of the localization results.

4.5

Discussion and analysis

This section provides a discussion about the evaluated methods. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is analyzed, and its performance is compared to the comparative methods is discussed. Further exploration of the assumptions upon which the
proposed method is based are presented. This includes experiments to provide justification for the use of a normal distribution for the visual location measurement update, and the linearity assumptions in both feature-scale change with capture position
and the system model for the Kalman filter. Database size and camera configuration
are also discussed.

4.5.1

Evaluated methods

Apart from the comparative methods 2 and 3, all of the evaluated methods used
feature-scale tracklets. As was also observed in the experiments in Chapter 3, the
methods based on feature-scale tracklets achieved significantly better image-matching
performance than the methods without, so comparative method 1 was the most effective of the comparative methods tested. The differences between the three methods based on feature-scale tracklets are more subtle. Using regression within the
database (proposed method 2) made a significant 31% improvement in localization
error over the best image matching only method (comparative method 1). This illustrates the effectiveness of the use of feature scale to interpolate position within a
group of pre-matched features from consecutive database frames. The large number
of estimates per query frame makes the visual localization system ideally suited to
inclusion in a Bayes estimator, as variance can be easily calculated over the samples.
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A Kalman filter is a natural choice for including a simple motion model in the localization estimate, and also allows the inclusion of control inputs and other sensor
localization measurements if available. The simple constant-velocity motion model
that was applied smoothed the localization results enough to enable a 21% improvement in localization accuracy for proposed method 1 over proposed method 2. It
also reduced the variance of the localization error by 70%, as shown in Table 4.3
(where standard deviations are displayed instead of variance for unit consistency.
The corresponding drop in standard deviation is 45%).

4.5.2

Feature-scale tracklet regression assumptions

The visual localization method proposed in this chapter relies on two assumptions.
The linear regression performed on the tracklets as described in Section 4.3.1.2 assumes that feature scale varies linearly with capture position. The strength of the linear fit can be evaluated using the coefficient of determination, R2 (Equation (4.5)). In
these experiments, it was found that most tracklets containing only correct matches
have an R2 very close to one, suggesting that the linear fit is a good model for featurescale change with forward motion. The regression lines of the example tracklets from
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 are shown in Figure 4.5. The coefficients of each tracklet are displayed in the linear-fit equation for each line, together with the R2 value.
The coefficient of determination R2 is an important filter measure in the proposed
method. By only using tracklets containing an R2 above a certain threshold, features
which do not show stable linear increase in scale with capture position are effectively ignored. This also results in the removal of tracklets containing mis-matched
features. Unlike pose-estimation methods that use geometric constraints between
matched features, the proposed method can generate a localization estimate even
when only a few tracklets are matched within the query image features; in fact, even
one matched tracklet will produce an estimate. The coefficient of determination is
therefore useful to select a smaller group of feature matches which provide quality
location estimates.
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Figure 4.5: Linear regression fit of the example tracklets from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The resulting regression coefficients and R2 values are shown alongside the
corresponding regression line of each tracklet.

The second assumption is that the distribution of the per-tracklet visual measurements is a zero-mean Guassian. In order to confirm that the noise distribution vk
of yk is a zero-mean normal distribution such that vk ∼ N(0, σ2yk ), the location estimate error frequencies were plotted over many localization steps. The resulting
distribution, shown in Figure 4.6, proves that the noise distribution is indeed closely
Gaussian.
The Gaussian nature of the visual position estimate is the reason that a Bayes estimator was chosen for localization. Some of the related works [25, 26, 66] use a
DTW framework for localization estimation instead. These methods perform sequence matching between the query and database image streams, minimizing a cost
function to determine the most likely location of the vehicle. The proposed method
is related in that it creates a position estimate for each database feature by minimizing a difference cost, but does this relative to a regression line constructed for each
database tracklet rather than discrete image-to-image matching. By pooling all of the
individual feature estimates into a normally distributed PDF, a measurement update
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Figure 4.6: Frequency histogram of the individual tracklet localization error vk compared with the standard, zero-mean normal distribution with variance σ2z .

ideally suited for a Bayes filter is created. This allows easy inclusion of a motion
model for smoothing and improving the localization results. DTW is a suitable estimator when interpolation between image frames is not used, but for localization
precision that is not limited by the database image spacing, some form of regression
is required.
If the system is assumed to be linear, a Kalman filter is an optimal estimator. A
non-linear estimator, such as an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [102] or particle
filter [50] can also be applied to this method but adds complexity, with potentially
limited benefit. This is investigated in the following section.

4.5.3

Estimator evaluation

The Kalman filter used in the proposed method is optimal for linear problems with
Gaussian noise, but a vehicle may not strictly adhere to these properties. Especially
where cornering occurs, the linear system assumption may no longer be appropriate.
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Therefore, the suitability of the Kalman estimator was evaluated by implementing a
particle filter for comparison. A particle filter is also a Bayes estimator, but since
it uses Monte Carlo random sampling for measurement and transition, limited assumptions are made about the underlying system model. This makes it an effective
estimator for highly non-linear systems, but it is much more computationally expensive than a Kalman filter and may also suffer from divergence due to the random
sampling nature of state propagation. A simple particle filter with Sampling Importance Re-sampling (SIR) [50] was implemented. For this testing, the same motion
model as described in Section 4.3.2.2 was employed, with various numbers of particles. It was found that a few thousand particles were sufficient for consistent and
reproducible results, and 4,000 particles were used for the results presented here.
The comparison of the particle filter estimator and proposed the Kalman estimator
is presented in Figure 4.7 and Table 4.4. To determine if the particle filter has advantages over the Kalman filter in areas of the dataset where the vehicle maneuvers
turns, the evaluation results are split into straight areas of road (Figure 4.7(a)) and
areas where a corner was traversed (Figure 4.7(b)). The results show that there was
no significant difference in localization accuracy when using a particle filter. The fact
that the particle filter did not provide any localization performance improvement, despite being a non-linear estimator, confirms that the computationally simpler Kalman
filter is a suitable choice of estimator for this system.

4.5.4

Database size

Another important consideration for an automotive localization system is the database
size. Many visual systems that use features have an impractically large visual database
even after pre-processing. Although the feature-tracklet database is of respectable
compactness when compared to denser feature-point methods [28, 29], the ability
to share a single descriptor over consecutively matched features (as described in
Section 4.3.1.3) makes a significant difference to the database size. The descriptor
component of the database is reduced by at least 60%, which equates to an overall
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(a) Straight road areas.
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Figure 4.7: Localization error rates of the tested estimators, comparing the results
of the proposed Kalman filter, comparative particle filter, and no filter on both
straight (a) and curved (b) sections of road.

Curved

Straight

Road type
0.23

0.31

Kalman filter

0.39

No filter

0.44

0.36

0.35

Kalman filter
0.38

0.31

0.44

No filter

Particle filter

0.54

0.32

Particle filter

0.23

Standard deviation [m]

Average error [m]

Estimator

2.58

1.80

1.82

2.92

0.88

0.96

Maximum error [m]

Table 4.4: Summary of the localization results with different estimators. The best results are shown in bold.
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halving of the database size. The resulting database fits approximately 25 m into
1 MB of storage. While it would be possible to compress this database into a much
smaller file size —in this implementation, the descriptor values were stored as raw
text— even in its current format, downloading the database in real time at 100 km/h
would use less bandwidth than streaming a standard 720p movie. This should be
obtainable by modern mobile data networks.

4.5.5

Camera considerations

In the experiments presented in this chapter, the camera type and mounting system
used for both query and database images were the same. While it would be desirable to use a variety of configurations to test robustness, this was not possible with
the hardware available. However, like the method presented in Chapter 3, because
the method proposed in this chapter uses only feature scale and does not rely on
accurate pixel position like pose-estimation methods do, it should be robust to alternative mounting positions and uncalibrated cameras. Knowledge of the camera’s
focal length should be sufficient to allow localization using a different camera from
the one used in the database construction.
The core of the proposed system is the use of the scale of feature points. Feature
scale is calculated by constructing a Gaussian scale pyramid to determine feature
points which present a local maximum over multiple scales. Gaussian scaling is
analogous to blurring, so blurred images have an affect on the perceived scale of
features. Therefore, the method proposed in this research requires sharp images.
Blurred images can be caused by vehicle motion or camera shake, so the camera
mounting method must be secure. A camera capable of capturing well-lit images
with short exposure times is also important for minimizing motion blur.
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Summary

In this thesis, three vehicle localization types using monocular cameras are explored.
As introduced in Chapter 1, these are topological localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. These localization types provide progressively
refined ego-localization, with topological localization giving the current general vehicle position relative to a map, topometric localization positioning the vehicle metrically in a coordinate frame, and direct metric localization performing a full 6DOF
position and pose estimate. In this chapter, a topometric methodology for positioning
the current vehicle position in a pre-constructed database based on visual similarity
was presented. This solves the problem of determining the metric location of a query
frame within the continuous plane of a coordinate system.
The methodology, experiments, and analysis provided in this chapter presented an
effective system to perform topometric localization of a vehicle using a single camera and a pre-constructed database. The proposed database construction method
makes use of the continuous scale property of extracted image features, and performs a linear regression fit for feature-scale change with capture position within
each feature-scale tracklet. This allows query images to be metrically localized by
determining their estimated capture location along each feature-scale tracklet regression line, based on the scale of individual query features. Combining these measurements over all tracklets provides a visual location measurement in the form of a PDF.
This can be incorporated into a Bayes filter, such as the Kalman filter proposed in
this research, to provide continuous and robust localization estimation.
The experimental results show a large improvement in localization accuracy when
compared to methods that apply capture locations of database frames to matched
query frames from topological localization. Even without the proposed Kalman filter, the average localization error decreased by 31 % when compared to the best
topological image matching results (using the method described in Chapter 3). In
the experiments, the use of a Kalman filter resulted in a further 21 % decrease in
average localization error to 0.33 m and a 70 % reduction in variance was observed.
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Grouping features into tracklets also allows averaging of descriptors within each
tracklet, halving the size of the database without reducing the performance of the
system.
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Chapter 5
Direct Metric Localization within
Sparse Voxel Maps
This thesis covers three main research topics within the theme of visual localization
for vehicles using monocular vision. Chapter 3 introduced the use of feature-scale
tracklets to perform topological localization for positioning within a map, and more
accurate topometric localization within a two dimensional metric coordinate frame
was presented in Chapter 4. This chapter presents the third research topic, on performing a full six degree of freedom (6DOF) pose and position estimate of a vehicle
using direct metric localization. The database or map required for this type of localization is very different from the ones used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Rather than
using visual information at discrete intervals along pre-captured routes, the research
presented in this chapter uses a 3D map constructed from LIDAR information. To
create a relatively compact map, point clouds captured by LIDAR are combined into
a sparse voxel map. Direct metric localization is performed relative to this map by
using mutually shared edge information between query images and rendered views
of the voxel map. This allows accurate pose estimation and 3D localization of the
camera at each query image frame.
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This chapter begins with a background of the research in Section 5.1. An introduction to the novel contributions is presented in Section 5.2. The proposed methodology is described in Section 5.3, followed by an explanation of the experiments and
experimental results that were used to evaluate the method in Section 5.4. The results
are further discussed in Section 5.5 before this chapter is summarized and concluded
in Section 5.6.

5.1

Background

In Chapter 1, an introduction to vehicle localization was presented, proposing that
solving the problem of ego-localization can be divided into three stages; topological
localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. This chapter addresses the problem of direct metric localization. The aim of the research presented
in this chapter is to perform a full 6DOF pose estimation of a camera from a compact
3D database. The approach is conceptually different from the methods presented in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, which used databases constructed from features extracted
from visual database images. Direct metric localization requires the generation of a
database image at any possible position and viewing angle, for comparison with the
query image from the camera to be localized. As it is impossible to capture database
images at all positions and viewing angles, a 3D database must be constructed that
can then be rendered at any virtual camera position and camera pose. Recursively
rendering and comparing generated images with the query image through a visual
dissimilarity measure allows the calculation of the query camera position and pose,
relative to the database coordinate frame.
For photo-realistic rendering for direct metric localization, a large amount of information is required and must be stored in a 3D database. The research introduced in
this chapter is based around a compact voxel map which contains limited information. It is shown here that this information is sufficient for creation of a relatively
small database, while allowing accurate direct metric localization.

5.2. Contributed concepts

5.2
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Contributed concepts

This section briefly summarizes the novel contributions of the research described
in this chapter. The research presented here contains two main contributions; the
use of a compact 3D voxel map which contains much less information than most of
the state-of-the-art methods, and a novel objective function which uses mutual edge
information to perform pose optimization and localize the query image.

5.2.1

Concept 1: Sparse voxel map for visual localization

As direct metric localization methods usually require very large databases to enable
scene rendering, this research aims to perform direct metric localization with a minimal 3D database. The sparse voxel map used in this research is constructed from
LIDAR scans performed in the database construction phase. Individual LIDAR scans
captured while the vehicle is moving can be combined using techniques such as the
Normal Distributions Transform (NDT) [51], and shifted into a common coordinate
frame. The resulting collection of millions of points can then be down-sampled to
form a coarse occupancy grid, or voxel map. While this reduces the size of the 3D
map to manageable levels, it also reduces the amount of information that can be
used for rendering and comparison with query image frames for localization. To
help overcome this, reflectance data from the LIDAR points is used to include road
markers in the map for rendering, which provide strong visual edges. The voxels
of the map can be rendered as depth images, with mutual edge information used
to determine the match cost between query images and rendered images within an
optimization framework. Figure 5.1 shows an example rendered voxel-map scene,
together with its corresponding query image. The voxel map used in this research is
described in more detail in Section 5.3.1.
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Figure 5.1: Example of a scene rendered from the voxel map, with its corresponding
real camera image on the left.

5.2.2

Concept 2: Mutual edge objective function

The voxel map database described above provides no color nor texture information,
so common techniques that use joint image entropies can not be easily applied to the
image registration problem. Instead, this research applies an image gradient-based
objective function that is minimized where mutual edges exist between rendered and
real camera images. The 3D information contained in the database is rendered as a
depth map to preserve edge information, so that edge areas can be used to bridge the
change in modality between the rendered (virtual) images and query (real) images.
A non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt [37] optimization is then applied to determine
the query camera pose and location within the database coordinate frame.
The proposed system does not use lighting in the map rendering, and only mutual
edges are included in the visual dissimilarity measure function, allowing camera
localization which is robust to the lighting changes and occlusions typically found
in traffic environments. This chapter also describes how the partial derivatives of the
proposed objective function can be derived, allowing alignment of rendered voxelmap images to real camera images within a non-linear least-squares optimization
framework. The objective-function formulation is explained in Section 5.3.2.2, and
the derivation of the objective-function derivatives for use in the optimization process
is presented in Section 5.3.2.3.
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Direct metric localization within a sparse voxel
map

Like the methods described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the method described in
this chapter requires a pre-constructed database, which means that all areas to be
mapped must first be traversed with a vehicle equipped with sensors for collecting
the required map data. Unlike the previous two chapters, in this research the database
capture uses a LIDAR sensor rather than a camera, and the query image localization
takes place across a change in modality. An overview of the system can be seen in
Figure 5.2. The database construction, which builds a sparse voxel map, is described
in Section 5.3.1. This is followed by an explanation of the localization phase in
Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1

Database construction

The database capture is performed using a system similar to the MMS that was employed to capture the driving school dataset presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4,
but a LIDAR scanner is the sensor used to construct the database. Individual LIDAR scans are matched using a point-cloud matching technique such as NDT [51]
and combined into a dense 3D point cloud. The point cloud is then sub-sampled by
partitioning into a pre-determined 3D grid, with grid areas that contain many points
being marked as occupied. This makes up an occupancy grid to form the voxels
of the database. Because each voxel is marked by its eight corner coordinates, the
number of points that make up the database is drastically reduced. To increase the
edge information that is contained in the database, road-marker lines are extracted
from the reflectance data of the LIDAR scans, as the reflectance contrast between
road and painted road-marker lines is strong and easily detected [48]. The lines are
added to the database as a string of coordinates.
In this research, the database used was received as part of a dataset from HERE [103].
The process that was used for construction was not made available with the dataset,

Database construction phase
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Figure 5.2: System flow diagram of the method described in this chapter.

but it is assumed that it was made using a method similar to the one proposed
above. It was initially distributed as part of the University Grand Challenge competition, which featured in the Intelligent Transport Systems World Congress 2016
(ITSWC2016) [104]. More information about the HERE dataset can be found in
Section 5.4.2.1 and Section 5.4.2.2
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Localization

This section describes how the proposed method determines the camera direction
and localization for each input query image. At the core of this method is a leastsquares optimization framework, employing an objective function which measures
the edge overlap of rendered and real images.
Starting with a rendering of the database from an initial position and pose, an objective function is used to compare the rendered image and query image. By calculating
the derivatives of the objective function, the direction of minimization for each parameter in the camera’s 6DOF can be determined, providing a new pose estimate for
the virtual camera. The process repeats recursively until convergence. The resulting
pose estimate is then used as a measurement update to complete localization within
a Bayes estimator, which is similar in principle to the one presented in the previous
chapter, but includes the parameters for pose estimation over 6DOF.
In the subsequent sections, the main processes of the proposed method are described.
which can be summarized as objective-function formulation in Section 5.3.2.2, optimization framework in Section 5.3.2.3, and Kalman filtering in Section 5.3.2.4.

5.3.2.1

Pose optimization formulation

The extrinsic parameters of a virtual camera viewing the voxel-map scene will align
with the location and pose of the real camera when the rendered and real scenes share
the most overlapping information. Determining these paramters is an SE3 optimization problem, and changes in Euler angles are directly correlated to any objective
function used so they must be included in the optimization process.
The virtual camera pose r = [tX , tY , tZ , θX , θY , θZ ] that is equal to the pose of the
real camera r̄, can be determined by rendering a view of the map from an initial
pose, comparing the rendered image I(r) to the real image I through a dissimilarity
measure, and then performing a gradient descent or Gauss-Newton optimization to
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find the parameters that make up the Euler angle representation of the camera pose
that minimize the dissimilarity measure function. The pose estimation becomes:
¯ I(r)),
r̂ = arg min ρ(I,

(5.1)

r

¯ I(r)) defines the dissimilarity measure. Typical dissimilarity measures,
where ρ(I,
such as pixel-wise SSD and NID, are minimized when the real and rendered images
are aligned.
The voxel map used in this chapter has no texture information, so the voxels are
rendered as a depth map, with the color of each vertex encoding the distance to
the camera. The lack of texture and sparse nature of the rendered voxel map, as
well as the change in modality between the real and rendered images, make this
optimization problem poorly suited to dissimilarity measures such as SSD and NID.
The dissimilarity measure adopted for use with voxel map renders is described in the
following section, Section 5.3.2.2.

5.3.2.2

Objective function

The objective function must provide robustness to noise and a wide convergence
basin. Visual comparison of the real and rendered images such as those in Figure 5.1
suggest that the majority of shared information lies in the mutual edge areas. However, where most objective functions use some kind of pixel-wise subtraction, the
predominantly empty nature of the voxel map renders will provide a poor dissimilarity measure. By combining these two observations, the proposed method uses a
per-pixel multiplication as a dissimilarity measure between query images and rendered voxel-map images, as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Process for determining image dissimilarity between query images and
voxel map renders, which is used by the mutual edge area objective function of the
proposed method.
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The Canny [105] operator is used to generate edge images for both the rendered and
real camera images. The resulting objective function is as follows:

−1
 X

¯ ◦ Q(I(r)) ,
G(r) = 
Q(I)


(5.2)

¯
x∈I,I(r)

where x = [u, v] denotes pixel location, and Q(•) is the Canny operator followed by
T

a Gaussian blur over the entire image. Note that the inverse of the sum rather than the
inverse of individual elements is used to prevent division by zero. Strictly speaking,
G(r) could be maximized instead of minimizing G(r)−1 , but for implementation using
optimization libraries, and for comparison with other minimization cost functions,
the inverse function is employed. The resulting objective function produces a clear
minimum across the pose parameters, as shown in Figure 5.4.

5.3.2.3

Optimization framework

The search space for the optimal parametrization that minimizes Equation (5.2) covers 6DOF, making it a problem that requires a solving with an optimization method.
While the proposed objective function could be used within any optimizer, this research uses the Ceres solver [106] implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt [37]
non-linear solver. Optimization methods usually employ either gradient descent or
Gauss-Newton to determine the parameters for the next iteration, which require the
calculation of the Jacobian matrix. While the Ceres solver provides numeric differentiation, this is error prone and computationally intensive, so analytic derivation of
the Jacobian matrix is desirable. The derivative of Equation (5.2) requires differentiation of the dissimilarity measure function, which can be solved using the product
rule as follows:
¯
¯
∂(Q(I)Q(I(r)))
¯ ∂Q(I(r)) + Q(I(r)) ∂Q(I) .
= Q(I)
∂r
∂r
∂r

(5.3)

Here it is noted that the right-hand side of the sum in Equation (5.3) can be removed,
¯ Proceeding with the
since the virtual camera parameters have no affect on Q(I).
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Figure 5.4: Sample objective-function response as the virtual camera is rendered at
different (a) translational displacements, and (b) rotational displacements from the
true query camera position.
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chain rule, Equation (5.3) can be rewritten as:
¯
∂(Q(I)Q(I(r)))
¯ ∂Q(I(r)) ∂x .
= Q(I)
∂r
∂x ∂r
On the right side of Equation (5.4),

∂Q(I(r))
∂x

(5.4)

is the gradient image of Q(I(r)), which

can be approximated using a convolution filter. The partial derivative

∂x
∂r

is the image-

plane velocity of a pixel relative to the velocity of camera motion. This is commonly
used in visual servoing applications for robotics, and is known as the image Jacobian.
The image Jacobian is presented here without derivation, which can be found in
relevant literature [107]:

∂x − Zλ 0
=
∂r  0 − λ
Z

u
Z

uv
λ

−λ2 −u2
λ

v
Z

λ2 +v2
λ

− uvλ


v 
 ,
−u

(5.5)

where λ is the focal length of the camera in pixels. Note that Equation (5.5) contains
Z, which is supplied directly for each pixel from the rendering of I(r) as a depth
image. In the rendering process, the depth is provided within the vertex shader and
passed to the fragment shader. An alternative would be to use the Z-buffer which is
calculated for the purpose of rendering. This would require the replacement of λ in
Equation (5.5) with 1.0 since the Z-buffer is in normalized virtual camera space. In
either case, there is a problem using the depth image to retrieve Z values for each
pixel, as a Gaussian convolution is performed on the edge images. Therefore, the
non-negative pixel values of Q(I(r)) bleed past the areas that there are Z values for,
resulting in an offset being introduced to the objective-function derivatives. This
is overcome by recognizing that convolved pixel areas of Q(I(r)) are at the same
depth as the edge itself. By dilating the depth image I(r) using the same kernel size
as the Gaussian kernel used by Q, and using the dilated version to determine each
pixel’s Z value, the offset is nearly completely removed from the objective-function
derivatives.
It is now possible to determine the Jacobian matrix of the objective function, J by
summing over all pixels and applying the reciprocal rule to the complete equation,
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giving:


 X

¯ ∂Q(I(r)) ∂x  G(r)2 .
J = 
Q(I)
∂x ∂r 

(5.6)

¯
x∈I,I(r)

This is in a form that can be directly used by a gradient-based optimizer. Approximations of the gradient images

∂Q(I(r))
∂x

are calculated using the Scharr operator [108].

Figure 5.5 presents the objective-function derivatives for a sample image. The graphs
show that all of the derived partial derivatives clearly pass close to zero around the
ground-truth pose, providing a stable optimization pathway. One point to note is that
the Z direction partial derivative and cost function are the least sharply defined. This
is the direction of the camera’s optical axis, and when we consider typical highway
scenes, the reason for this becomes apparent. Most of the scene structure from the
voxel map is distant, so transformation in the Z direction does not significantly alter
the rendered scene. Closer areas, such as lane markers and road boundaries, are usually in parallel with the direction of motion. This would be less of an issue for city
areas, where there are usually more structures close to the camera. In the highway
environment of the HERE dataset, it causes a low longitudinal localization accuracy which must be compensated for by using odometry data to supply translation
distance.

5.3.2.4

Kalman filtering

The position estimates of the optimization process are used as inputs to a Bayesian
localization framework. For the first input image, position is initialized using the
GPS data from an inaccurate (smart-phone grade) receiver. This could instead come
from a topological or topometric localization as proposed in Chapter 3 or Chapter 4.
The camera yaw, pitch, and roll are initialized by finding the road-lane direction at
the estimated camera position, based on the road-lane marker data in the map. All six
camera parameters are incorporated into a Kalman filter. With each new input image,
the prediction stage of the filter estimates the next values of the camera parameters,
which are then used as initial values for the visual optimization described above in
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Figure 5.5: Sample objective-function Jacobian response as the virtual camera is
rendered at different (a) translational displacements, and (b) rotational displacements from the true query camera position.
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Section 5.3.2.3. The covariances estimated by the Kalman filter are used to construct
a bounding region two standard deviations wide for parameter optimization. The
output of the optimization step provides the measurement update stage of the filter,
with covariance estimates supplied by the Ceres solver. The filter then returns state
estimates for all camera parameters of the input image.
The shallow cost function basin of the objective function of Equation (5.2) in the Z
direction provides a challenge for the optimizer, causing substantial drift in the position estimate along the direction of travel. An estimate of the scalar vehicle speed
can be included into the measurement update to help to overcome this. The speed
estimate does not have to be highly accurate; a consumer grade GPS, or odometry
hardware is sufficient to reduce drift. While the measurement noise of GPS speed
estimates can generally be approximated by a normal distribution, the noise distribution of the sensor used would have to be considered for use with the Kalman filter.

5.4

Experiments

The HERE dataset was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
The dataset includes query images with ground-truth capture locations, and the voxel
map that was briefly introduced in Section 5.3.1. The ground-truth data provided
by the HERE dataset only includes 3D capture locations, so optimization of Euler
angles in the pose estimates could not be evaluated except by visual inspection of
each frame. However, the location of the camera is of most interest, and angular
pose estimation is only necessary for the optimization process.
This section starts with Section 5.4.1 providing a summary of the methods that were
evaluated in these experiments. The process and results of the direct metric localization experiments are presented in Section 5.4.2.
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Evaluated methods

The unique design of the database as a sparse voxel map for localization means that
comparative direct metric localization methods are not really available. Direct metric
localization methods usually use a much more detailed database, allowing the use of
image entropies [35] to form a cost function. These cost functions fail completely
when using the sparse voxel map presented in this research.
As was discussed in Section 5.3.2.3 and Section 5.3.2.4, the optimization process has
the highest uncertainty in the Z direction, caused by a shallow optimization basin of
the proposed cost function in the direction of motion. Some kind of speed sensor
can potentially help to overcome this issue. To determine the effects of adding a
speed sensor input to the Kalman filter in the localization process, a variety of speed
estimate sources were tested. The evaluated methods can be summarized as follows:

1. Proposed method 1: Ground-truth speed measurement. This method calculates a scalar speed measurement from the ground-truth data provided with
the query images. Some normally distributed noise is added, to simulate the
kind of data that would be obtained from a normal vehicle speedometer. This
method is included to demonstrate the potential level of localization accuracy
possible when using an accurate speed estimate, for example from wheel sensors. The speed estimate is included in the Kalman filter’s measurement update, as described in Section 5.3.2.4.
2. Proposed method 2: GPS speed measurement. This method calculates a
scalar speed measurement from the noisy (consumer smart-phone grade) GPS
that is provided with the query images. Note that the GPS data is different from
the ground-truth data; this is explained in more detail below in Section 5.4.2.1.
The speed measurement is calculated by averaging inaccurate GPS point motion. If a GPS satellite speed reading is available, this would be a much more
suitable input, as GPS speed accuracy tends to be an order of magnitude superior to positional readings, even for inexpensive receivers [43]. The speed
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estimate is included in the Kalman filter’s measurement update, as described
in Section 5.3.2.4.
3. Proposed method 3: No speed measurement. This method only uses the
measurement update provided by the visual localization process, without any
speed measurement from other sensors included.
4. Comparative method 1: Filtered GPS only. This method uses the measurements of the consumer-grade, 1 Hz GPS only to produce a localization
estimate. The raw GPS values are very inaccurate, but the localization performance was improved by applying Kalman filtering and interpolation between
data points.

5.4.2

HERE dataset experiment

The HERE dataset [103] was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. It is composed of a voxel map database and a series of camera images
for use as query images. The dataset was captured over 10 km on a multi-lane highway in California, USA. Because it was intended to be used for a competition at the
Intelligent Transport Systems World Congress 2016 (ITSWC2016) [104], there is
not much information about how the data was captured, or what hardware was used.
Unlike the previous two chapters, the database construction does not use visual images, so in this chapter the experimental setup is separated into two sections; the
first, detailing the query image frames (Section 5.4.2.1), and the second, describing
the voxel map (Section 5.4.2.2).

5.4.2.1

Image capture

The sequence of query images supplied by the HERE dataset were captured from a
single forward-facing camera, mounted to the capture vehicle. While the calibration
parameters are available, the specification of the camera itself is not supplied. The
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camera frame rate was 10 fps, and the images have a resolution of 1,600 × 1,200 pixels. However, the supplied intrinsic calibration parameters are for images scaled to
800 × 600 pixels, so the images were resized appropriately for use in these experiments. Distortion was removed using the supplied calibration parameters, and the
images were cropped to remove the vehicle bonnet area that can be seen in a sample
image from the dataset in Figure 5.1.
The images are also supplied with a stream of timestamped GPS coordinates. While
the GPS device used is unknown, it is stated to be of consumer smart-phone grade
quality. The GPS frequency was only 1 Hz, and the accuracy is very low —with errors exceeding 30 m in places. In the proposed methods of this research, the GPS position measurements were not used, but the speed measurement calculated from the
distances between GPS points and their timestamps was used in proposed method 2.
The GPS frequency was much lower than the camera frame rate, so the GPS speed
measurements were interpolated to provide a speed measurement for each query image frame. The interpolated GPS position data was also used for the comparative
method, after smoothing with a Kalman filter.
Ground-truth data is also supplied with the query image frames. While the method
used to construct this is unknown, it is presented as a set of GPS coordinates and
altitude in meters for each query image frame. The capture positions were most likely
determined using a sensor suite similar to the MMS system that was presented in
Section 3.4.4.1 (in Chapter 3). A summary of the capture specifications is presented
in Table 5.1.

5.4.2.2

Voxel-map construction

The map supplied by HERE covers the entire stretch of road where query images
were captured. It consists of a set of cuboid voxel GPS coordinates, which define
areas of the map close to the road which contain part of a solid object. The size
of each voxel is approximately 25 cm square. While the road surface itself is not
included in the occupancy grid, the location of painted road lines are provided as a
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Table 5.1: Capture specifications for the HERE dataset experiment.

Property

Specification

Localization accuracy [m]

Unknown

Imaging sensor

Unknown

Lens field of view

Unknown

Image resolution [pixels]

800 × 600 (calibrated, scaled)

Image capture rate [fps]

10

Capture route length [m]

∼10,000

Auxiliary GPS frequency [Hz]

1.0

string of GPS coordinates. There is also information about road-sign locations and
the text that they display, but this part of the dataset was not used in this research.
The database is supplied in segments of JSON files, each of which contain the voxel
and road-marker coordinates for a section of road approximately 13 m long.

5.4.2.3

Localization performance

Localization was performed using the supplied query images and database files. The
same machine used for the experiments in the previous chapters, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, was used to perform the localization process.
For the first input image, position was initialized using the GPS receiver data supplied with the images. The camera yaw, pitch, and roll were initialized by finding the
road-lane direction at the estimated camera position, based on the road-lane marker
data in the map. The rendering of the voxel map was performed using OpenGL [109].
The localization results are shown in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.2. While the results
show the importance of the speed estimate to control the drift in the direction of
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Figure 5.6: Direct metric localization results from the HERE dataset. The graph
shows the percentage of localization results within each metric error level.

motion. It can be seen that even a speed measurement based on measurements from a
noisy GPS receiver allows significant reduction of the longitudinal positioning drift,
allowing decimeter-level positioning accuracy.

5.5

Discussion and analysis

This section provides a discussion about the proposed method. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is analyzed and the performance with and without speed measurement input is discussed. A discussion on the outstanding issues of the proposed
system and considerations for actual implementation is also presented.

0.22

2.08

5.13

Proposed 3: No speed
measurement

Comparative: Filtered GPS
only

0.11

Average error [m]

Proposed 2: GPS speed
measurement

Proposed 1: Ground-truth speed
measurement

Method

3.05

1.65

0.14

0.05

Standard deviation [m]

9.05

5.17

0.55

0.21

Maximum error [m]

Table 5.2: Summary of the direct metric localization results from the HERE dataset. The best results are shown in bold.
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Evaluated methods

In these experiments, the proposed method was tested with a variety of supplementary speed measurements to control longitudinal drift. The proposed system could
resolve the viewing direction of the camera and lateral offset within the road-lane
very well, but struggled with fine-grained longitudinal positioning in areas of the
map where image edges were mostly parallel to the direction of motion. This is because most of the scene structure that contributes to the edge images, and therefore
the objective function, is fairly distant from the camera. The edges of closer scene
structure, which will provide the most information for the Z direction, is nearly all
parallel to the direction of motion in highway environments.
As can be seen in the example images from Figure 5.1, the highway scene means
that the road markers and barriers close to the edges of the road are very self-similar
along the direction of motion. Small longitudinal changes therefore have a small
affect on the dissimilarity measure used in optimization. This issue would potentially
be much less of a problem in urban environments, where strong edges from buildings
and road markings are more often perpendicular to the direction of the road. There
is also typically more scene structure closer to the camera when compared to the
challenging highway environment.
The ambiguity introduced in the Z direction causes the accumulation of longitudinal
drift, as can be seen in the results from proposed method 3 that uses no correction
from a speed measurement. Over the relatively short stretch of road used in this
experiment, the average error (Table 5.2) was still reasonable for proposed method 3.
However, as can be seen from Figure 5.6, the drift will likely increase beyond the
point where the recovery becomes impossible, even if some perpendicular scene
structure is found.
The results from proposed methods 1 and 2 show that inclusion of a speed estimate,
even if noisy as is the case in proposed method 2, are able to control the longitudinal
drift. It can be seen that although higher localization accuracy was achieved when
using a more precise vehicle speed estimate, even a rough estimate generated from
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noisy GPS receiver readings was sufficient to provide decimeter-level localization
accuracy.
Although not used in this experiment, the filtered GPS position measurements from
comparative method 1 may also be able to be incorporated to reduce drift; however,
because of the large biases observed (more than 9 m in places), careful application
would be necessary. The raw GPS data sometimes has localization errors exceeding
30 m, so some form of checking that the GPS paths are in possible road areas would
also be beneficial if GPS position (rather than speed) measurements were used.
Proposed method 1 uses the ground-truth information to calculate a scalar speed
value. Although some noise is added to simulate a real sensor output (i.e, from
wheel sensors), it is not an actual sensor reading so is shown here only for evaluation
purposes. It was used to test the level of localization accuracy that could be achieved
if a more accurate speed measurement than the GPS speed measurement of proposed
method 2 were available.

5.5.2

Optimizer considerations

While optimization performance was surprisingly good given the limited information
provided by the voxel map renders, there are a few remaining issues with the method.
Initialization and parameter filtering before optimization are very important, as local minima are frequent. While convergence into local minima can be reduced by
maintaining filtered parameter estimates, as was described in Section 5.3.2.4, the
longitudinal drift discussed above in Section 5.5.1 still poses a problem, not just for
the localization accuracy, but also for the optimization process. This is because even
a relatively small amount of drift increases the chances of the optimizer falling into
local minima.
Local minima are a large problem for all direct metric localization methods, as they
can cause catastrophic failure of the localization system. Given the sparse nature
of the rendered images that this research proposes, local minima may potentially be
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more likely than with systems using more information. In the section of road evaluated in this experiment, repeated convergence into local minima did not occur in
such a way that localization failed entirely, even when no speed measurement was
used. However, to ensure that this does not occur over long localization sequences,
combining with other sensors such as GPS may be the simplest solution to this problem. In addition, combining optimization over multiple frames [110] may reduce the
risk of falling into local minima and may also slightly improve localization accuracy.

5.5.3

Localization run-time

One important aspect of any localization method is the run-time. The current implementation as presented in this chapter does not run in real-time, with the optimization for each input image taking in the order of 10 sec./frame on the test machine
used. This is many times slower than the real-time topological and topometric localization methods described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In these experiments, the
machine used for testing had only on-board graphics and the implementation included no particular multi-threading nor optimization. Based on the performance of
more complex direct metric localization methods, real-time localization should be
achievable with optimization and more powerful dedicated graphics hardware. The
main performance bottleneck is in the Jacobian calculations, taking on average 80%
of the optimization time. The Jacobian calculations were completely performed on
the CPU. The other major computational bottleneck is the voxel-map image rendering process, which again would be significantly faster if a dedicated GPU were
employed.
Localization methods that require a larger database may be limited in their operation
speed by the bottleneck of constantly streaming and/or loading a large amount of
information. The sparse voxel map used by the method described in this chapter
is very compact when compared to other direct metric localization methods. The
voxel data, stored in JSON format, occupies less than 180 KB/m. This is still larger
than the databases created by the topological and topometric localization methods
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described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Streaming in real-time may be difficult using
modern mobile networks, but further compacting of the dataset should be possible
by removing voxel information from voxels that are completely surrounded by other
voxels; these voxels make up a large part of the voxel map and do not contribute to
the rendering result.

5.6

Summary

In this thesis, three vehicle localization types using monocular cameras are explored.
As introduced in Chapter 1, these are topological localization, topometric localization, and direct metric localization. These localization types provide progressively
refined ego-localization, with topological localization giving the current general vehicle position relative to a map, topometric localization positioning the vehicle metrically in a coordinate frame, and direct metric localization performing a full 6DOF
position and pose estimate. In this chapter, a direct metric localization method for
precisely determining the current vehicle position and pose within a sparse voxel map
was presented. This solves the problem of ego-localization by using direct visual dissimilarity between rendered voxel-map scenes and query camera image frames.
The methodology, experiments, and analysis provided in this chapter presented an
effective system to perform direct metric localization of a vehicle using a single camera and a pre-constructed database. The proposed database uses combined LIDAR
scans to create a sparse voxel map, which can be rendered virtually as a depth map
at any point. The objective function for pose and position optimization of the virtual
camera uses a mutual edge information dissimilarity measure to bridge the change
in modality between the rendered depth maps scenes and the visual query image.
The resulting position and pose measurements can be used within a Kalman filter to
maintain a vehicle state estimate. The use of a speed estimate, either from vehicle
wheel sensors or a consumer GPS unit, is required to control drift in the longitudinal
direction.
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The experimental results show that even a compact voxel map, that contains only
edge information, can be used for precise direct metric localization. For the highway environment used in the evaluation experiment of this chapter, most close-by
structure such as road lines and barriers had edges parallel to the direction of motion. While this caused ambiguity and potential drift of the position estimate in the
direction of motion, the application of a scalar speed measurement was sufficient to
overcome this problem. Even an inaccurate, consumer-grade GPS unit could be used
to calculate a speed measurement sufficient to achieve an average localization error
to 0.22 m. A more accurate speed estimate created from the ground-truth data to
simulate a wheel sensor gave a further 50% reduction in average localization error to
0.11 m.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the thesis. In Section 6.1, the research presented within this
thesis is summarized, and Section 6.2 discusses the challenges that still must be addressed for more robust and accurate visual localization. Section 6.3 presents potential future directions of research to extend the proposed methods. Finally, Section 6.4
completes the thesis with some closing remarks.

6.1

Summary

The research described in this thesis aims to achieve vehicle ego-localization using a
single camera. Automated driving technologies require a localization system with a
very challenging set of requirements. For production vehicles, sensors must be inexpensive and reliable. Meanwhile, a database or map must be compact enough to either be stored by the system or streamed to the vehicle over mobile networks. While
there are many sensor technologies available, a single camera is an inexpensive option that can easily be installed in production vehicles, offering many advantages for
production systems. The level of localization required depends on how the positioning information is used, and therefore in this thesis, three types of localization were
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addressed. These were topological localization, topometric localization, and direct
metric localization.
The first research topic, presented in Chapter 3, uses an image matching method to
perform topological localization. In topological localization, the vehicle position is
estimated as a discrete area within a map. The proposed method matches a sequence
of query images from an in-vehicle camera to a visual database. The structure of the
database enables this topological localization method to overcome a number of problems often faced by visual localization techniques. Rather than using whole image
similarity, feature points matched between the database and query image sequences
allow robustness against scene changes from occlusion and temporal objects. A key
part of this method is the arrangement of database feature points into feature-scale
tracklets. This allows image matching to be performed by each feature matched
between a query image frame and the feature-scale tracklets to vote on the closest database image. Per-feature voting means that geometric constraints between
matched features do not need to be used to determine the essential matrix. This,
in turn, relieves the need for many, well-distributed features for well-conditioned
matching. The result is a real-time topological localization method that solves a
number of the challenges for visual localization. The system is robust to occlusion,
operates in real-time, and can perform localization with a low number of matched
features. This allows general topological localization within a map. It is suitable for
intelligent vehicle systems which require a geographic ego-localization estimate, for
example, environment-adaptive classifiers for object detection.
The second research topic, presented in Chapter 4, expands on the use of featurescale tracklets to perform topometric localization. In topometric localization, the
vehicle position is estimated as a metric point within the continuous 2D-coordinate
frame of the map. The proposed method performs further pre-processing of the
captured database to determine the regression coefficients that describe the linear
relationship between feature-point scale and capture location along the road route.
Localization can then be performed by using the scale of features matched between
query and database image frames to provide individual position measurements. These
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are combined using a Kalman filter. This allows the method to maintain the advantages of the topological method presented in Chapter 3, but determine the position of
the query image within a continuous coordinate frame, therefore performing topometric localization. It is suitable for intelligent vehicle systems that require a metric
position estimate, for example, path planning algorithms that require the distance to
a corner or pedestrian crossing.
The third research topic, presented in Chapter 5, uses a sparse voxel map to perform direct metric localization. In direct metric localization, the vehicle position and
pose are estimated to a high level of precision by comparing a query image with
rendered database images. In general, a 3D database for direct metric localization
must contain a large amount of information to allow visual rendering of the map at
any location. Instead, the proposed method uses a compact 3D sparse voxel map,
constructed using LIDAR scans. Direct metric localization can then be performed
by comparing the edge images of rendered depth maps of the voxel map and each
query image frame. This method is robust to occlusions as it uses a per-pixel product within the objective function, and optimization is performed within a non-linear
Levenberg-Marquardt solver. It requires a vehicle speed estimate to overcome optimization ambiguity in the longitudinal direction. Although it does not currently
operate in real-time, it provides decimeter-level ego-localization and also the pose of
the in-vehicle camera. The estimated pose of the camera can be used to determine
the vehicle orientation, suitable for intelligent vehicle systems that require a precise
position estimate in 6DOF, for example, accurate lane localization and path planning
around fixed road obstacles.
The three research topics summarized above provide a contribution to the challenging field of vehicle ego-localization using monocular cameras. They form a survey
of three localization levels, from topological map-relative localization, through topometric position localization, to full 6DOF decimeter-level direct metric localization.
These three methods have the potential to form a useful basis for visual localization systems for a wide variety of intelligent vehicle and advanced driver assistance
systems.
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Remaining challenges

While this thesis describes three effective visual localization methods, the problem
of visual vehicle localization is far from solved. The topological and topometric
localization methods described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 both rely on feature
matching. Even the most modern feature extraction and description techniques have
weaknesses which makes their use in all environments difficult. Drastic changes in
lighting, in turn, change the visual appearance of the scene enough to cause a difference in extracted feature points and their descriptors. Therefore localization at
night, or in severe weather conditions, is very difficult to perform with a database
constructed using only day-time images. An obvious alternative is to use a dynamic
database [111] which contains adaptive features, or feature descriptors which change
depending on the lighting and weather conditions. This poses a data collection issue,
which may only be solved with crowd-sourced imagery as localization is performed
on-line.
Direct metric localization using the method described in Chapter 5 is less affected by
lighting and weather changes, as the sparse voxel map contains no light-dependent
information. However, it is still not a real-time solution and depends on extra sensors to provide a speed estimate in order to overcome localization ambiguity in the
longitudinal direction.
There are conditions which will render images captured from an in-vehicle camera to
be unusable, causing any potential visual localization method to fail. These include
drastic occlusion, extreme weather, harsh light reflections, and whiteout of the camera sensor from direct light. Therefore, mission-critical localization will always have
to rely on a suite of sensors rather than just one localization method. Even if a camera is used as the primary sensor for localization, at a bare minimum dead-reckoning
using an IMU and wheel odometry would be required for situations where camera
images are unusable. In reality, a robust localization method will use all the sensor
information available to it at all times. What still remains an interesting research
question, is what combination of inexpensive sensors is sufficient to perform reliable
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localization in all situations? Considering this question, localization research using
vision only is still very relevant. If a monocular camera localization system can be
made very reliable, some auxiliary sensors (such as GPS, IMU, odometry, and perhaps RADAR or single-line LIDAR) may be required at some times. By being able
to avoid a full scanning LIDAR, autonomous driving technologies that rely on localization will advance much more quickly and be less expensive for consumers to
uptake. This is significant for the future of autonomous systems in intelligent vehicle technology. However, considering that human drivers use nearly entirely visual
cues for localization and navigation, the goal of pure vision-only localization should
not be abandoned. While commercialization of localization technologies for use in
consumer autonomous driving systems is necessary, the original aim of this thesis
remains unchanged. To contribute to the realization of a reliable localization and
mapping system using computer vision is important, because this kind of research
helps us to understand more about computer vision and human perception. It helps
us to imagine what is possible beyond what can be implemented with modern sensor
technologies.

6.3

Future research

There is potential for research in two main areas that would improve the localization methods presented in this thesis. The first relates to database construction for
the feature-based methods for topological and topometric localization. The second
considers the combination of topometric and direct metric localization techniques.
As was mentioned in the previous section, the main drawback of visual databases
is the fact that the scenes change drastically under different lighting and weather
conditions. The databases of the topological and topometric localization methods,
presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively, store extracted feature points.
A potential method to overcome the issues of lighting and weather changes is to use
images captured by vehicles being localized to update the database dynamically. This
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would create multiple feature-scale tracklet sets that vary depending on the lighting
and weather conditions, and would also provide a method for keeping the database up
to date with changes in road layout and so on. This concept also provides a method to
retain only database features which are frequently matched to query image features.
Another potential change to the system would be to move from relatively low-level
feature points to higher-level object tracklets. As object detection and classification
algorithms improve, largely thanks to the advances in deep learning, semantic scene
segmentation and object extraction are now potentially usable for localization. The
properties and locations of objects viewed from each capture location could be stored
in the database and used in a similar way to the feature-scale tracklets presented in
this research.
In the research on direct metric localization using sparse voxel maps, presented in
Chapter 5, there are two main drawbacks. The first is the computation time. Future
research would definitely include ways to optimize the system to provide real-time
performance. Standard methods for improving run speed involve implementation
changes, such as multi-threading and the use of GPUs for rendering and threaded
computation. In addition, the basic computational requirements could be reduced by
altering the 3D voxel map to instead be a 3D edge map. This would reduce the size
of the database, as only a set of points describing edges would be required rather
than sets of evenly spaced voxel coordinates. It would also be faster to render and
result in an edge image that could be directly used in the objective function without
using an edge detection convolution filter for every rendered frame. This change,
however, would not overcome the problem of localization inaccuracy and drift in
the direction of motion. While this was somewhat mitigated by the use of a vehicle
speed measurement, another interesting observation is that longitudinal accuracy is
precisely where the topometric localization method of Chapter 4 excels. However, it
is not able to perform the lateral positioning and camera-pose calculations that direct
metric localization provide. Therefore, by embedding feature-scale tracklets into the
3D voxel (or edge) map, and performing topometric and direct metric localization in
unison, a precise and purely visual combination could potentially be achieved.
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Closing

The goal of achieving fully autonomous driving has been a strong force behind the
large body of research on vehicle ego-localization. This has resulted in a variety
of systems that use many kinds of sensors. As there is still no clear consensus on
which combination of sensors is the most effective for reliable localization in all
environments, the use of cameras as the primary source of localization measurements
is an important topic. While this thesis presents some novel localization methods that
use a single camera, there are still many areas for investigation and research in order
to understand more about what camera-based vehicle localization is capable of.
In Chapter 1, the stated aim of this thesis was to contribute to the realization of a reliable and accurate mapping and ego-localization system that can be cheaply deployed
on production vehicles, as a central component of autonomous driving systems. The
research presented has demonstrated some reliable systems in the fields of topological, topometric, and direct metric localization. Some issues common in visual
localization have been tackled, including database sizes for visual map construction,
the use of feature-point scale comparisons to prevent the reliance on essential matrix
calculation, and methods which are robust to partial scene changes and occlusion.
However, there are still shortcomings in visual localization that remain to be solved
for a system that can be used in production vehicles. These include the reliability of
the localization system under drastic lighting and environment changes, continued
performance under complete occlusion, and real-time performance of direct metric
localization methods.
In the future, cameras will nearly certainly form a major part of autonomous driving
systems, and very likely a central part of the localization and navigation methods
employed to achieve this. As technology develops, autonomous driving may be able
to operate with fewer and fewer sensors, for affordable systems that are obtainable
for everyday use. As such, the importance of research in the field of computer vision
for vehicle localization remains of central importance to the aim of this thesis.
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Beyond autonomous driving systems, the methods presented in this thesis could also
be a basis for other areas of research. The use of feature-point scale for comparing
capture positions that was introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 is a concept that
could be adapted for use in general place recognition, robotic ego-localization, and
potentially many other tasks. Direct metric localization with a mutual edge objective
function, introduced in Chapter 5, has other applications in on-line LIDAR to camera
calibration and object pose estimation in robotics.
In the future of automation, image processing and scene understanding will without doubt have very important roles. As technology advances, processing hardware
becomes more powerful and less expensive, opening up opportunities for computer
vision to be applied to more and more everyday applications. It is very likely that visual localization will one day become a technology used daily by everyone, in much
the same way that GPS is used now.

Appendix A
Scale-Invariant Image Features
Scale invariance is an important property for feature extraction techniques. The motivation behind scale invariance for feature extraction is to find repeatable image
keypoints that can be extracted and matched between images of the same scene captured at different viewpoints. In this appendix, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [86, 87] multi-scale extraction methodology is explained. This introduces the
concept of feature scale and how it is used in this research.
The resolution of an object in an image depends on the distance of the camera to
the object. Therefore extracting features which are invariant to resolution changes
that occur as the camera moves require searching for features over all possible image
scales. This involves the construction of a scale space. Scaling for a scale space
can be achieved using Gaussian filtering. A Gaussian convolution blurs the image,
effectively lowering the resolution and giving the same result as a change in scale of
the image. The resulting scale space L is given by:
L(u, v, σ) = G(u, v, σ) ∗ I(u, v),
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(A.1)
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where I(u, v) is the image intensity at pixel location (u, v), and G(u, v, σ) is a Gaussian with the scale parameter σ as follows:
G(u, v, σ) =

−(u2 +v2 )
1
2σ2
exp
.
2πσ2

(A.2)

The operator ∗ in Equation (A.1) is the convolution operator, which more generally
is as follows:
L(u, v, σ) =

Z∞ Z∞

G(u − τ, v − t, σ) I(τ, t) dτ dt.

(A.3)

−∞ −∞

In the above equations, σ2 is the variance of the Gaussian blur operation. While
the Laplacian operator performed on Equation (A.1) creates a blob detector, which
will give repeatable feature points, Lowe [87] proposed the use of Difference of
Gaussians (DoG) to efficiently detect feature keypoint locations. The DoG process
approximates the costly Laplacian operator. At a single scale, the DoG is simply a
subtraction of two nearby scale space images, separated by a factor k as follows:
D(u, v, σ) = L(u, v, kσ) − L(u, v, σ).

(A.4)

The scale space is created by making a scale pyramid at discrete values of σ, and the
DoG determined between each layer of the scale pyramid. Note that each doubling
of σ is equivalent to down-sampling the image by a factor of two. Therefore, the
scale space is divided into octaves, with the Gaussian image being down-sampled by
a factor of two at the end of each octave and then used to start the next octave. Local
maximum points in the DoG images are determined by testing each pixel in the DoG
stack. Any pixel which is a local maximum within both its eight surrounding pixels,
and also the corresponding 18 pixels in the scale layer directly above and below, is
extracted for further testing.
The SIFT method performs more operations to interpolate the local maximum point
positions in both pixel and scale space. Additional techniques are used to filter strong
feature keypoints, but the scale representation as employed by the methods of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have now been introduced.
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The extracted features represent local maxima in all parameters of the DoG space
D(u, v, σ). The maxima in the scale space indicates the size of the feature, and is used
in the construction of the descriptor for reliable matching over different scales. To
fully understand the use of feature keypoint scale in this research, consider a feature
extracted with the DoG maximum at scale σ = t. If the camera moves forward and
captures another image, the observation of the same feature is at a higher resolution
because the feature is now closer to the camera. Considering the previous image at
scale layer σ = t, the operation required to generate an image of equivalent resolution
will require more blur, so the resulting DoG maximum in the new image will be at a
higher scale σ = t + ∆. Therefore, as is proposed in this thesis, the change in scale of
a feature can be used for measuring the difference in capture position between two
image frames.
In this research, the SIFT algorithm is used for feature extraction. Most scaleinvariant feature extraction methods use a similar scale pyramid for multi-scale operation. The well-known Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) method [88] uses
box filters of different sizes instead of a Gaussian filter at different scales. This allows faster computation, and still involves the construction of a scale space, but the
discrete steps in the scale space are much larger. Therefore, interpolation between
scale layers is more important, and the lack of resolution in scale is noticeable for
the methods proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Appendix B
Bayesian Estimation and Kalman
Filtering
A Bayes estimator maximizes the a posteriori likelihood of the state of a dynamic
system. If a variety of information is available about the system state, a Bayes estimator can combine this information, together with the confidence of each state estimate, to provide the most probable current state. For a moving vehicle, the current
state can be predicted from previous states using a motion model and then updated
from sensor measurements. The Bayes estimator combines the prediction and update
estimates by recursively predicting the Probability Density Functions (PDFs) that describe the prediction estimate (state transition model) and the measurement estimate
(measurement model). This appendix presents the formulation of a standard Bayes
estimator and introduces the notation used throughout this thesis.
The state vector of a vehicle at the current time step k (with associated system time
tk ) is denoted as xk . The state may include the position and pose parameters of the
vehicle, as well as velocity and acceleration parameters if they are used in the state
transition and/or measurement models of the system. Assuming a Markov model,
the probability density function of the vehicle state xk is conditioned on the previous
state xk−1 and the measurement update yk provided by sensors which measure the
vehicle state. The measurement vector yk may contain measurements of a single or
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multiple parameters corresponding to the vehicle state xk , as captured at time tk . The
state transition model is denoted P(xk | xk−1 ) and the measurement model P(yk | xk ).
First, the transition model is used to predict the location of the vehicle as
P(xk | yk−1 ) =

Z

P(xk | xk−1 )P(xk−1 | yk−1 )dxk−1 ,

(B.1)

followed by the update state incorporating new measurements from the visual localization system within the measurement model as
P(xk | yk ) = αP(yk | xk )P(xk | yk−1 ),

(B.2)

where α is a scalar to ensure that the result integrates to one. In absence of any
control input or odometry information, the transition model can be a simple motion
model such as a constant velocity motion model.
In practice, calculating the maximum a posteriori estimate from Equation (B.1) and
Equation (B.2) is not possible because the integrals are intractable. However, for
some restrictive cases, a calculable optimal solution does exist. If it is appropriate
to assume a unimodal system with linear transition and measurement models, and if
the process noise in both transition and measurement steps are Gaussian, the Kalman
filter can be used.
A Kalman filter formulates the state system evolution as follows:
xk = Fk xk−1 + wk ,

(B.3)

where Fk is the state transition matrix, and wk is the process noise vector. The state
transition matrix applies the effect of each system-state parameter at time k − 1 to
the current system state at time step k. The process-noise vector wk gives the noise
terms for each element of the state vector xk . It is clear here that the transition matrix
F represents a linear transformation, and if wk is drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution, the Kalman filter will provide an optimal solution.
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Based on Equation (B.3), the Kalman transition, or prediction stage, can be formulated as follows:
x̂k | k−1 = Fk x̂k−1 | k−1

(B.4)

Pk | k−1 = Fk Pk−1 | k−1 F>k + Qk ,

(B.5)

where Pk is the covariance matrix for the parameters in x, and Qk is the covariance
matrix of the process noise wk .
Before formulating the Kalman measurement update, the measurement model must
also be considered. This maps the response of the sensor into the state vector parameters as follows:
yk = Hk xk + vk ,

(B.6)

where Hk is the matrix that describes the transformation from sensor measurement
outputs to the state vector, and vk is the measurement noise vector. Again, for a
Kalman filter, Hk describes a linear mapping and vk must follow a zero-mean, Gaussian distribution. In the research contained in this thesis, Hk is simply the identity
matrix. This is because the visual position measurements and speed measurements
are direct measurements of state vector parameters.
Using Equation (B.6) to construct a measurement update based on Equation (B.2),
the Kalman measurement update can be formulated as follows:
x̂k | k = x̂k | k−1 + Kk (zk − Hk x̂k | k−1 )

(B.7)

Pk | k = Pk | k−1 − Kk Hk Pk | k−1 .

(B.8)

Here Kk is the Kalman gain, which is calculated at each time step as follows:
Kk = Pk | k−1 H>k (Hk Pk | k−1 H>k + Rk )−1 ,

(B.9)

where Rk is the covariance of the measurement noise vk . Equation (B.9) shows how
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the Kalman gain forms a variance ratio, which changes the influence of the measurement update on the state estimate at each time step based on the relative variance of
the prediction and measurement update in each parameter of the state vector. The
final state estimate, x̂k | k at time-step k is given by Equation (B.7), completing the
Kalman filter formulation of a Bayes estimator.
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